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1
Power and Citizenship  

in American Politics

In Your Own Words
After you’ve read this chapter, you will be able to

1.1 Describe the role that politics plays in determining 
how power and resources, including control of 
information, are distributed in a society.

1.2 Compare how power is distributed between citizens 
and government in different economic and political 
systems.

1.3 Describe the enduring tension in the United States 
between self-interested human nature and public-
spirited government and the way that has been 
shaped in a mediated world.

1.4 Analyze the role of immigration and citizenship in 
American politics.

1.5 Describe values that most Americans share, and 
the political debates that drive partisan divisions in 
American politics.

1.6 Understand the essential reasons for approaching 
politics from a perspective of critical thinking, analysis, 
and evaluation.

1.7 Describe the role and responsibilities of citizens in 
American politics.
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What’s at Stake . . . in Hashtag Activism?
The last thing they wanted to do was become famous. Not this way, not now. But when 
seventeen of their classmates and teachers were murdered on February 14, 2018, by a 
disturbed former student, the students of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in 
Parkland, Florida, decided to make some noise.

They had seen this movie before. There had been mass shootings. Ever since they 
were little they had practiced what to do if someone showed up with a gun in their 
classrooms. There was even an armed guard on their campus. And still, it happened 
again. So they knew the ritual that would follow.

Every time this nation experiences a mass shooting, a grimly familiar routine follows. 
First there is unrelenting press coverage—of the dead, of the bereaved, of the shooter. 
Then those who lost loved ones make impassioned calls for more gun control and those 
who oppose gun control make equally impassioned declarations that we should not 
politicize tragedy, that it is too soon to talk about it. There are funerals. The president 
(usually) makes a speech. Then the press moves on to the next big news and only the 
grieving are left to testify before Congress, create foundations in the names of their 
loved ones, and implore people not to forget. Lather, rinse, repeat.

But the MSD students knew the drill and were media savvy enough to figure out how to 
hack it. They were ready. Some, in the drama club, comfortable on stage; some, school 
journalists, eloquent and at ease with words; others, bright, articulate, privileged to 
attend a school with an embarrassment of extracurricular activities that had prepared 
them for their futures. Smart enough to know that their moment in the spotlight would 
be brief, they were determined to make it count.

The shooting was on a Wednesday. Cameron Kasky was so angry he took to Facebook, 
first to announce that he and his brother were safe and then to vent. “I just want people 
to understand what happened and understand that doing nothing will lead to nothing. 
Why is that so hard to grasp?” His social media posts caught the eye of CNN, which 
asked him to write an op-ed piece on Thursday, which led to television appearances. 
It became apparent to Kasky that his words were helping to shape the story of what 
had happened and what it meant. “People are listening and people care,” Kasky wrote. 
“They’re reporting the right things.”1

To capitalize on that fickle national attention before it turned away, Kasky and several 
of his friends met that night to plan a social media campaign. By midnight they had a 
hashtag, #NeverAgain, social media accounts, and a message for politicians: legislate 
better background checks on gun buyers, or we will vote you out.

MSD student Jaclyn Corin took to her own social media accounts to express her grief 
and anger at the loss of her friends. She, a girl who had never been political, also began 
to strategize. With the help of Florida Democratic congresswoman Debbie Wasserman 
Schultz, she planned a bus trip for one hundred students to Tallahassee to lobby state 
lawmakers.

By Friday, Corin and Kasky had joined forces, and on Saturday they added David Hogg, 
a student journalist who had conducted interviews while they were under fire; Sarah 
Chadwick, already famous for her angry, grief-filled tweets; and Emma González, 
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whose speech at a local rally went viral. On Sunday they hit the morning talk shows to 
proclaim that the Never Again movement was planning the first March for Our Lives in 
Washington, D.C., on March 24.

Two weeks later (forever in the typical media cycle), the kids were still making news. 
Boycotts were organized to put pressure on companies doing business with the 
National Rifle Association (NRA), which blocked background checks. A National 
School Walkout was planned for the one-month anniversary of the shooting. Thousands 
of students across the nation participated. Famous people donated large sums to help 
fund the March 24 March for Our Lives. As Dahlia Lithwick wrote in Slate, “These teens 
have—by most objective measures—used social media to change the conversation 
around guns and gun control in America.”2

The March for Our Lives, when it happened, defied expectations. Huge crowds 
assembled not just in Washington but in eight hundred places around the world. The 
only adults who appeared on the D.C. stage were entertainers. The Parkland kids, 
knowing they had created a unique platform, had invited other kids whose lives had 
been touched by gun violence. Yolanda King, the nine-year-old granddaughter of 
Martin Luther King, confidently stood before tens of thousands to lead the crowd in a 
call and response:

Spread the word.

Have you heard?

All across the nation.

We

Are going to be

A great generation.

The event highlight was not words, eloquent as many of them were, but silence—four 
minutes and twenty-six seconds of uneasy, suspenseful silence as Emma González 
stood like a sculpture, tears tracking down her face, so that the crowd would experience 
the duration of the shooting that ended seventeen of her friends’ and teachers’ lives.

Just like the 2017 and 2018 Women’s Marches, which brought out millions of pink-
hatted women marching for human rights around the world; like Black Lives Matter, 
founded in 2013 to protest the unwarranted deaths of black men at the hands of police; 
like Occupy Wall Street, a 2011 movement to protest the unequal distribution of wealth 
in the United States; and like the It Gets Better Project, which works to convince 
LGBTQ youths that life does get better after the high school years, #NeverAgain was 
fueled and spread by social media.

Of course some older people know their way around the Internet, but #NeverAgain 
was the first mass movement planned and executed by digital natives, people who 
have never not known the world of digital media, for whom navigating digital terrain 
is second nature. It’s not clear what the generation—what Yolanda King called “a great 
generation”—will be called by history. Gen Z, maybe? iGen? Generational divides 
are blurry, and few social scientists agree where the dividing lines fall. But the post-
millennial generation—those born since the mid-1990s or thereabouts—has an amazing 
political skill set to use if, like the Parkland students, they choose to do so. They have 
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the ability, as Lithwick said, to “change the conversation,” or create a powerful political 
narrative that they can disseminate and that helps level the playing field with powerful 
opponents like the NRA.

No movement can create change or defeat an opponent if it is only hashtag activism. 
Eventually, you have to put your vote where your # is. What is especially remarkable about 
the Never Again movement is that it emphasizes not just marching but voting. March 
for Our Life rallies throughout the summer gave them the chance to hone the narrative, 
register people to vote and activate other students. Youth participation in the 2018 
midterms soared.3 Some writers are calling for the vote to be extended to those who are 
sixteen years old. Political scientist Jonathan Bernstein says that is a good idea because 
voting is “the training wheels of political participation.”4 By the time they are eighteen, 
kids are distracted by the drama of their lives and they tend not to want to be bothered.

In fact, since the military draft ended in 1973, young people have been  
notoriously uninvolved in politics, often seeing it as irrelevant to their lives  
and the things they really care about. Knowing that they pay little attention  
and tend not to vote in large numbers, politicians feel free to ignore their  
concerns, reinforcing their cynicism and apathy. Young people have turned  
out in larger numbers since the 2008 election of Barack Obama, however, and  
the Never Again movement promises to energize even more.

The American founders weren’t crazy about the idea of mass movements, political 
demonstrations, or even political parties, but they did value political engagement, and 
they knew that democracies needed care and attention in order to survive. In 1787, 
when Benjamin Franklin was asked by a woman what he and other founders of the 
Constitution had created, he replied, “A republic, madam, if you can keep it.” Today, 
many commentators worry that we are not “keeping the republic” and that, as new 
generations who find politics a turn-off become disaffected adults, the system will 
start to unravel. As one writer says, “a nation that hates politics will not long thrive as a 
democracy.”5

Yet protesters like Cameron Kasky, Emma González, David Hogg, and Yolanda King 
sound as committed to democracy as Benjamin Franklin could have wished, even 
though their efforts are not focused solely on voting or traditional methods of political 
engagement. Is a nation of these young activists a nation in trouble, or can movements 
begun via technology Franklin could not have imagined help to keep the republic? 
What, exactly, is at stake in hashtag activism—what one writer called a “netroots 
outcry” to follow an online call to political action? We return to this question after we 
learn more about the meaning of politics and the difference it makes in our lives.

HAVE you got grand ambitions for your life? Do you want to found an 
Internet start-up and sell it for millions, be the investment banker 

that funds the project, achieve a powerful position in business, gain influence in high 
places, and spend money to make things happen? Perhaps you’d like to make a difference 
in the world, heal the sick, fight for peace, feed the poor. Maybe you want to travel the 
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world, learning languages and immersing yourself in new cultures and working abroad. 
Or maybe all you want from life is a good education; a well-paying job; a healthy family; 
a comfortable home; and a safe, prosperous, contented existence. Think politics has noth-
ing to do with any of those things? Think again.

The things that make those goals attainable—a strong national defense, good relations 
with other countries, student loans, economic prosperity, favorable mortgage rates, secure 
streets and neighborhoods, cheap and efficient public transportation, affordable health care 
and family leave protections—are all influenced by or are the products of politics.

Yet if you listen to the news, politics may seem like one long campaign commercial: eternal 
bickering and finger-pointing by public servants who seem more interested in winning an 
argument against their ideological opponents than actually solving our collective problems. 
Far more often than not, political actors with the big bucks seem to have more influence over 
the process than those of us with normal bank accounts. Politics, which we would like to think 
of as a noble activity, can take on all the worst characteristics of the business world, where we 
expect people to take advantage of each other and pursue their own private interests. Can this 
really be the heritage of Thomas Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln? Can this be the “world’s 
greatest democracy” at work?

In this book we explore that question, getting to the heart of what politics is and how it 
relates to other concepts such as power, government, rules, economics, and citizenship. We 
propose that politics can best be understood as the struggle over who gets power and resources 
in society, and the fight to control the narrative that defines each contestant. Politics produces 
winners and losers, and much of the reason it can look so ugly is that people fight desperately 
not to be losers, and to create and perpetuate narratives that celebrate their wins and put the 
best face possible on their losses. It can get pretty confusing for the average observer.

Contrary to the way they appear in the media, and maybe even in our own minds, the 
people who are doing that desperate fighting are not some special breed—more corrupt or 
self-interested or greedy than the rest of us. They are us. Whether they are officials in 
Washington or mayors of small towns, corporate CEOs or representatives of labor unions, 
local cops or soldiers in the Middle East, churchgoers or atheists, doctors or lawyers, shop-
keepers or consumers, professors or students, they are the people that in a democracy we 
call citizens.

As we will see, it is the beauty of a democracy that all the people, including the everyday 
people like us, get to fight for what they want. Not everyone can win, of course, and many 
never come close. There is no denying that some people bring resources to the process that 
give them an edge, and that the rules give advantages to some groups of people over others. 
But as the What’s at Stake. . .? shows, what makes living today so different from previous eras 
is that we all have some access to the multiple channels of information through which bat-
tles over political narratives take place. The people who pay attention, who learn how the 
rules work and how to use those communication channels effectively, can begin to increase 
their chances of getting what they want, whether it is restrictions on ownership of assault 
weapons, a lower personal tax bill, greater pollution controls, a more aggressive foreign 
policy, safer streets, a better-educated population, or more public parks. If they become very 
skilled citizens, they can even begin to change the rules so that people like them have more 
control of the rules and narratives and a greater chance to end up winners in the high-stakes 
game we call politics.
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In this chapter we introduce you to this fascinating world of politics, focusing on the meaning 
of politics itself, the varieties of political systems and the roles they endorse for the individuals 
who live under them, the American founders’ ideas about democracy and citizenship, the ideas 
that hold us together as a nation, the ideas that define our political conflicts, and the themes of 
power and citizenship that will serve as our framework for understanding American politics.

WHAT IS POLITICS?
A peaceful means for determining  
who gets power and influence in society

Over two thousand years ago, the Greek philosopher Aristotle said that we are political ani-
mals, and political animals we seem destined to remain. The truth is that politics is a funda-
mental and complex human activity. In some ways it is our capacity to be political—to 
cooperate, bargain, and compromise—that helps distinguish us from all the other animals out 
there. While it certainly has its baser moments (impeachments, indictments, and intelligence 
abuses come to mind), politics also allows us to reach more exalted heights than we could ever 
achieve alone—from dedicating a new public library or building a national highway system, 
to stabilizing a crashing economy, to curing deadly diseases or exploring the stars.

To explore politics—in all its glory as well as its disgrace—we need to begin with a clear 
understanding of the word. One of the most famous definitions, put forth by the late, well-
known political scientist Harold Lasswell, is still one of the best, and we use it to frame our 
discussion throughout this book. Lasswell defined politics as “who gets what, when, and 
how.”6 Politics is a way of determining, without recourse to violence, who gets the power and 
resources in society, and how they get them. Power is the ability to get other people to do what 
you want them to do. The resources in question here might be government jobs, tax revenues, 
laws that help you get your way, or public policies that work to your advantage.

A major political resource that helps people to gain and maintain power is the ability to 
control the media, not just the press and television but the multiple channels created by 
companies like Google, Facebook, and Apple through which people get information about 
politics and that may actually affect the information we get. These days we live in a world 
of so many complex information networks that sorting out and keeping track of what is 
happening around us is a task in itself. Anyone who can influence the stories that are told 
has a big advantage.

Politics provides a process through which we try to arrange our collective lives in some 
kind of social order so that we can live without crashing into each other at every turn, pro-
vide ourselves with goods and services we could not obtain alone, and maximize the values 
and behaviors we think are important. But politics is also about getting our own way. The 
way we choose may be a noble goal for society or it may be pure self-interest, but the struggle 
we engage in is a political struggle. Because politics is about power and other scarce resources, 
there will always be winners and losers. If we could always get our own way, politics would 
disappear. It is because we cannot always get what we want that politics exists.

Our capacity to be political gives us tools with which to settle disputes about the social 
order and to allocate scarce resources. The tools of politics are compromise and cooperation; 

politics who gets what, 
when, and how; a process 
for determining how 
power and resources are 
distributed in a society 
without recourse to 
violence

power the ability to get 
other people to do what 
you want

media the channels—
including television, 
radio, newspapers, and 
the Internet—through 
which information is sent 
and received

social order the way 
we organize and live our 
collective lives
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discussion and debate; deal making, bargaining, storytelling, even, sometimes, bribery and 
deceit. We use those tools to agree on the principles that should guide our handling of power 
and other scarce resources and to live our collective lives according to those principles. 
Because there are many competing narratives about how to manage power—who should have 
it, how it should be used, how it should be transferred—agreement on those principles can 
break down. The tools of politics do not include violence. When people drop bombs, blow 
themselves up, or fly airplanes into buildings, they have tried to impose their ideas about the 
social order through nonpolitical means. That may be because the channels of politics have 
failed, because they cannot agree on basic principles, because they don’t share a common 
understanding of and trust over what counts as negotiation and so cannot craft compromises, 
because they are unwilling to compromise, or because they don’t really care about deal making 
at all—they just want to impose their will or make a point. The threat of violence may be a 
political tool used as leverage to get a deal, but when violence is employed, politics has broken 
down. Indeed, the human history of warfare attests to the fragility of political life.

It is easy to imagine what a world without politics would be like. There would be no reso-
lution or compromise between conflicting interests, because those are political activities. 
There would be no agreements struck, bargains made, or alliances formed. Unless there were 
enough of every valued resource to go around, or unless the world were big enough that we 
could live our lives without coming into contact with other human beings, life would be con-
stant conflict—what the philosopher Thomas Hobbes called in the seventeenth century a 
“war of all against all.” Individuals, unable to cooperate with one another (because cooperation 
is essentially political), would have no option but to resort to brute force to settle disputes and 
allocate resources. Politics is essential to our living a civilized life.

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Although the words politics and government are sometimes used interchangeably, they really 
refer to different things. Politics is a process or an activity through which power and resources 
are gained and lost. Government, by contrast, is a system or organization for exercising 
authority over a body of people.

American politics is what happens in the halls of Congress, on the campaign trail, at 
Washington cocktail parties, and in neighborhood association meetings. It is the making of 
promises, deals, and laws. American government is the Constitution and the institutions set 
up by the Constitution for the exercise of authority by the American people, over the 
American people.

Authority is power that citizens view as legitimate, or “right”—power to which we have 
implicitly consented. Think of it this way: as children, we probably did as our parents told us 
or submitted to their punishment if we didn’t, because we recognized their authority over us. 
As we became adults, we started to claim that they had less authority over us, that we could do 
what we wanted. We no longer saw their power as wholly legitimate or appropriate. 
Governments exercise authority because people recognize them as legitimate, even if they 
often do not like doing what they are told (paying taxes, for instance). When governments 
cease to be regarded as legitimate, the result may be revolution or civil war, unless the state is 
powerful enough to suppress all opposition.

government a system 
or organization for 
exercising authority over 
a body of people

authority power that is 
recognized as legitimate, 
or right

legitimate accepted as 
“right” or proper
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RULES AND INSTITUTIONS

Government is shaped by the process of politics, but it in turn provides the rules and institu-
tions that shape the way politics continues to operate. The rules and institutions of govern-
ment have a profound effect on how power is distributed and who wins and who loses in the 
political arena. Life is different in other countries not only because people speak different 
languages and eat different foods but also because their governments establish rules that cause 
life to be lived in different ways.

Rules can be thought of as the how in the definition “who gets what, . . . and how.” They 
are directives that determine how resources are allocated and how collective action takes 
place—that is, they determine how we try to get the things we want. We can do it violently, 
or we can do it politically, according to the rules. Those rules can provide for a single dic-
tator, for a king, for rule by God’s representative on Earth or by the rich, for rule by a major-
ity of the people, or for any other arrangement. The point of rules is to provide us with a 
framework for solving—without violence—the problems generated by our collective lives.

Because the rules we choose can influence which people will get what they want most 
often, understanding the rules is crucial to understanding politics. Consider for a moment the 
impact a change of rules would have on the outcome of the sport of basketball, for instance. 
What if the average height of the players could be no more than 5 feet 10 inches? What if the 
baskets were lowered? What if foul shots counted for two points rather than one? Basketball 
would be a very different game, and the teams recruited would look quite unlike the teams for 
which we now cheer. So it is with governments and politics: change the people who are 
allowed to vote or the length of time a person can serve in office, and the political process and 
the potential winners and losers change drastically.

Rules can be official—laws that are passed, signed, and entered into the books; amend-
ments that are ratified; decisions made by bureaucrats; or judgments handed down by the 
courts. Less visible but no less important are norms, the tacitly understood rules about accept-
able political behavior, ways of doing things, boundaries between the branches, and traditional 
practices that grease the wheels of politics and keep them running smoothly. Because norms 
are understood but not explicitly written down, we often don’t even recognize them until they 
are broken.

Let’s take a silly example close to home. Say it’s Thanksgiving dinner time and your 
brother decides he wants the mashed potatoes on the other side of the table. Instead of 
asking to have them passed, imagine that he climbs up on the table and walks across the 
top of it with his big, dirty feet, retrieves the potatoes, clomps back across the table, jumps 
down, takes his seat, and serves himself some potatoes. Everyone is aghast, right? What 
he has just done just isn’t done. But when you challenge him, he says, “What, there’s a rule 
against doing that? I got what I wanted, didn’t I?” And you have to admit there isn’t and 
he did. But the reason there is no broken rule is because nobody ever thought one would 
be necessary. You never imagined that someone would walk across the table because 
everyone knows there is a norm against doing that, and until your brother broke that 
norm, no one ever bothered to articulate it. And “getting what you want” is not generally 
held to be an adequate justification for bad behavior.

Just because norms are not written down doesn’t mean they are not essential for the 
survival of a government or the process of politics. In some cases they are far more 

norms informal, 
unwritten expectations 
that guide behavior and 
support formal rule 
systems; often most 
noticeable when broken

rules directives that 
specify how resources 
will be distributed or 
what procedures govern 
collective activity
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essential than written laws. A family of people who routinely stomp across the table to get 
the food they want would not long want to share meals; eating alone would be far more 
comfortable.

We can think of institutions as the where of the political struggle, though Lasswell didn’t 
include a “where” component in his definition. They are the organizations where government 
power is exercised. In the United States, our rules provide for the institutions of a represen-
tative democracy—that is, rule by the elected representatives of the people, and for a federal 
political system. Our Constitution lays the foundation for the institutions of Congress, the 
presidency, the courts, and the bureaucracy as a stage on which the drama of politics plays 
itself out. Other systems might call for different institutions, perhaps an all-powerful parlia-
ment, or a monarch, or even a committee of rulers.

These complicated systems of rules and institutions do not appear out of thin air. They are 
carefully designed by the founders of different systems to create the kinds of society they think 
will be stable and prosperous, but also where people like themselves are likely to be winners. 
Remember that not only the rules but also the institutions we choose influence which people 
most easily and most often get their own way.

POWER, NARRATIVES, AND MEDIA

From the start of human existence, an essential function of communication has been 
recording events, giving meaning to them and creating a story, or narrative, about how they 
fit into the past and stretch into the future. It is human nature to tell stories, to capture our 
experiential knowledge and beliefs and weave them together in ways that give larger mean-
ing to our lives. Native peoples of many lands do it with their legends; the Greeks and 
Romans did it with their myths; the Jews, Christians, Muslims, and other major religious 
groups do it with their holy texts; and the Grimms did it with their fairytales. Human beings 
tell stories. It’s what we do, and it gives us our history and a way of passing that history down 
to new generations.

A major part of politics is about competing to have your narrative accepted as the author-
itative account. Control of political information has always been a crucial resource when it 
comes to making and upholding a claim that one should be able to tell other people how to 
live their lives, but it used to be a power reserved for a few. Creation and dissemination of 
political narratives—the stories that people believe about who has power, who wants power, 
who deserves power, and what someone has done to get and maintain power—were the pre-
rogative of authoritative sources like priests, kings, and their agents.

Through much of our common history, the storytellers of those narratives were given spe-
cial status. They were wise men or women, shamans, prophets, oracles, priests, and rabbis. And 
they were frequently in the service of chiefs, kings, emperors, and other people of enormous 
power. It’s no accident that the storytellers frequently told narratives that bolstered the status 
quo and kept the power structure in place. The storytellers and the power holders had a 
monopoly on control for so much of human history because books were in scarce supply and 
few people could read in any case or had the leisure to amass facts to challenge the prevailing 
narratives. The gatekeepers of information—those who determined what news got reported 
and how—were very few.

institutions  
organizations in which 
government power is 
exercised

political narrative a 
persuasive story about 
the nature of power, who 
should have it, and how it 
should be used

gatekeepers  
journalists and the 
media elite who 
determine which news 
stories are covered and 
which are not
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Before the seventeenth-century era known as the 
Enlightenment, there may have been competing nar-
ratives about who had claims to power, but they were 
not that hard to figure out. People’s allegiance to 
power was based on tribal loyalties, religious faith, or 
conquest. Governments were legitimate through the 
authority of God or the sword, and that was that. 
Because most people then were illiterate, that narra-
tive was mediated, that is, passed to people through 
channels that could shape and influence it. Information 
flowed mostly through medieval clergy and monarchs, 
the very people who had a vested interest in getting people 
to believe it.

Even when those theories of legitimacy changed, 
information was still easily controlled because liter-
acy rates were low and horses and wind determined 
the speed of communication until the advent of 
steam engines and radios. Early newspapers were 
read aloud, shared, and reshared, and a good deal of 
the news of the day was delivered from the pulpit. As 

we will see when we discuss the American founding, there were lively debates about 
whether independence was a good idea and what kind of political system should replace 
the colonial power structure, but by the time information reached citizens, it had been 
largely processed and filtered by those higher up the power ladder. Even the American 
rebels were elite and powerful men who could control their own narratives. Remember 
the importance of this when we read the story behind the Declaration of Independence 
in Chapter 2.

These days, we take for granted the ease with which we can communicate ideas to others 
all over the globe. Just a hundred years ago, radio was state of the art and television had yet to 
be invented. Today many of us carry access to a world of information and instant communi-
cation in our pockets.

When we talk about the channels through which information flows, and the ways that 
the channel itself might alter or control the narrative, we are referring to media. Just like 
a medium is a person through whom some people try to communicate with those who 
have died, media (the plural of medium) are channels of communication, as mentioned 
earlier. The integrity of the medium is critical. A scam artist might make money off the 
desire of grieving people to contact a lost loved one by making up the information she 
passes on. The monarch and clergy who channeled the narrative of the Holy Roman 
Empire were motivated by their wish to hold on to power. Think about water running 
through a pipe. Maybe the pipe is made of lead, or is rusty, or has leaks. Depending on the 
integrity of the pipe, the water we get will be toxic or colored or limited. In the same way, 
the narratives and information we get can be altered by the way they are mediated, by the channels, 
or the media through which we receive them.

As we will see, in today’s digital world, there are so many channels of information that it is 
all the more important that people check the integrity of the media they use in order to under-
stand the narratives those media may be pushing.
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POLITICS AND ECONOMICS

Whereas politics is concerned with the distribution of power and resources and the control 
of information in society, economics is concerned specifically with the production and distri-
bution of society’s wealth—material goods like bread, toothpaste, and housing, and services 
like medical care, education, and entertainment. Because both politics and economics focus 
on the distribution of society’s resources, political and economic questions often get confused 
in contemporary life. Questions about how to pay for government, about government’s role 
in the economy, and about whether government or the private sector should provide certain 
services have political and economic dimensions. Because there are no clear-cut distinctions 
here, it can be difficult to keep these terms straight. We can begin by examining different eco-
nomic systems, shown in Figure 1.1.

The processes of politics and economics can be engaged in procedurally or substantively. 
In procedural political and economic systems, the legitimacy of the outcome is based on the 
legitimacy of the process that produced it. In substantive political and economic systems, 
the legitimacy of the outcome depends on how widely accepted is the narrative the govern-
ment tells about who should have what. The outcome is based on the decision of a powerful 
person or people, not a process that people believe is impartial. In procedural systems, the 
means (process) justify the ends; in substantive systems, the ends justify the means.

CAPITALISM Capitalism is a procedural economic system based on the working of the  
market—the process of supply and demand. In a pure capitalist economy, all the means that 

FIGURE 1.1

A Comparison of Economic Systems
LESS 

GOVERNMENT
CONTROL

Socialism
Complete government 
ownership and control 
(substantive guarantees) 
Examples: North Korea, 
Cuba, former Soviet
Union 

Social democracy
Mostly private ownership
but extensive government 
control (substantive and 
procedural guarantees) 
Examples: Sweden,
Norway

Regulated capitalism
Private ownership and some 
government control 
(procedural guarantees) 
Examples: Great Britain,
United States

Laissez-faire capitalism
Private ownership and no 
government control
There are no real-world examples.

MORE
GOVERNMENT

CONTROL

Substantive
Guarantees

Procedural
Guarantees

SUPPLY

DEMAND

Economic systems are defined largely by the degree to which government owns the means by which material resources 
are produced (for example, factories and industry) and controls economic decision making. On a scale ranging from 
socialism—complete government ownership and control of the economy (on the left)—to laissez-faire capitalism—
complete individual ownership and control of the economy (on the right)—social democracies would be located in 
the center. These hybrid systems are characterized by mostly private ownership of the means of production but 
considerable government control over economic decisions.

economics production 
and distribution of 
a society’s material 
resources and services

capitalist economy an 
economic system 
in which the market 
determines production, 
distribution, and price 
decisions, and property 
is privately owned
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are used to produce material resources (industry, busi-
ness, and land, for instance) are privately owned, and 
decisions about production and distribution are left to 
individuals operating through the free-market pro-
cess. Capitalist economies rely on the market—the 
process of supply and demand—to decide how much 
of a given item to produce or how much to charge for 
it. In capitalist countries, people do not believe that 
the government is capable of making such judgments; 
they want to keep these decisions out of the hands of 
government and in the hands of individuals, who they 
believe know best about what they want. The most 
extreme philosophy that corresponds with this belief 
is called laissez-faire capitalism, from a French term 
that, loosely translated, means “let people do as they 
wish.” The government has no economic role at all in 
such a system. However, no economic system today 
maintains a purely unregulated form of capitalism, 
with the government completely uninvolved.

Like most other countries today, the United States has a system of regulated capitalism. 
It maintains a capitalist economy, and individual freedom from government interference 
remains the norm, but it allows government to step in and regulate the economy to guarantee 
individual rights and to provide procedural guarantees that the rules will work smoothly and 
fairly. Although in theory the market ought to provide everything that people need and want, 
and should regulate itself as well, sometimes it fails.

The notion that the market, an impartial process, has “failed” is a somewhat substantive 
one—it is the decision of a government that the outcome is not acceptable and should be 
replaced or altered to fit a substantive vision of what the outcome should be. When markets 
have ups and downs—periods of growth followed by periods of slowdown or recession—indi-
viduals and businesses look to government for economic security. If the market fails to pro-
duce some goods and services, like schools or highways, individuals expect the government to 
step in to produce them (using taxpayer funds). It is not very substantive—the market process 
still largely makes all the distributional decisions—but it is not laissez faire capitalism, either.

SOCIALISM In a socialist economy like that of the former Soviet Union, economic deci-
sions are made not by individuals through the market but rather by politicians, based on 
their judgment of what society needs. In these systems the state often owns the factories, 
land, and other resources necessary to produce wealth. Rather than trusting the market 
process to determine the proper distribution of material resources among individuals, pol-
iticians decide what the distribution ought to be—according to some principle like equality, 
need, or political reward—and then create economic policy to bring about that outcome. In 
other words, they emphasize not procedural guarantees of fair rules and process, but rather 
substantive guarantees of what they believe to be fair outcomes.

The societies that have tried to put these theories into practice have ended up with very 
repressive political systems, even though Karl Marx, the most famous of the theorists associ-
ated with socialism, hoped that eventually humankind would evolve to a point where each 

socialist economy an 
economic system 
in which the state 
determines production, 
distribution, and price 
decisions, and property 
is government owned

substantive guarantees  
government assurance 
of particular outcomes 
or results

regulated capitalism  
a market system in 
which the government 
intervenes to protect 
rights and make 
procedural guarantees

procedural guarantees  
government assurance 
that the rules will work 
smoothly and treat 
everyone fairly, with no 
promise of particular 
outcomes

President for Life
In March 2018, China’s legislature, the National People’s Congress, 
voted to change the country’s constitution to eliminate the existing 
ten-year presidential term limit. This step toward authoritarianism 
sets up President Xi Jinping as a potential president for life.
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individual had control over his or her own life—a radical form of democracy. Since the social-
ist economies of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe have fallen apart, socialism has 
been left with few supporters, although some nations, such as China, North Korea, and Cuba, 
still claim allegiance to it. Even China, however, introduced market-based reforms in the 
1970s and in 2015 ranked as the world’s second largest economy, after the United States.

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY Some countries in Western Europe, especially the Scandinavian 
nations of Norway, Denmark, and Sweden, have developed hybrid economic systems. As 
noted in Figure 1.1, these systems represent something of a middle ground between socialist 
and capitalist systems. Primarily capitalist, in that they trust the market process and they 
believe most property can be privately held, proponents of social democracy nonetheless 
argue that the equitable outcomes often promoted by socialism are attractive and can be 
brought about by democratic reform rather than revolution. Believing that the economy does 
not have to be owned by the state for its effects to be controlled by the state, social democratic 
countries attempt to strike a difficult balance between providing substantive guarantees of fair 
outcomes and procedural guarantees of fair rules.

Since World War II, the citizens of many Western European nations have elected social 
democrats to office, where they have enacted policies to bring about more equality—for 
instance, the elimination of poverty and unemployment, better housing, and adequate health 
care for all. Even where social democratic governments are voted out of office, such programs 
have proved so popular that it is often difficult for new leaders to alter them. Socialism and 
social democracy do not generally find much support in the United States, although Bernie 
Sanders’s campaign for the Democratic nomination in 2016 gained a surprising amount of 
traction, and many of his proposals found their way into the Democratic Party platform.

In Your Own Words Describe the role that politics plays in determining how 
power and resources, including control of information, are distributed in a society.

POLITICAL SYSTEMS AND 
THE CONCEPT OF CITIZENSHIP
Competing ideas about power and the  
social order, different models of governing

Just as there are different kinds of economic systems on the substantive-to-procedural 
scale, there are many sorts of political systems, based on competing ideas about who should 
have power and what the social order should be—that is, how much substantive regulation 
there should be over individual decision making. For our purposes, we can divide political 
systems into two types: those in which the government has the substantive power to 
impose a particular social order, deciding how individuals ought to behave, and those pro-
cedural systems in which individuals exercise personal power over most of their own 
behavior and ultimately over government as well. These two types of systems are different 
not just in a theoretical sense. The differences have very real implications for the people 
who live in them; the notion of citizenship (or the lack of it) is tied closely to the kind of 
political system a nation has.

social democracy a 
hybrid system combining 
a capitalist economy 
and a government that 
supports equality

authoritarian 
governments systems 
in which the state holds 
all power over the social 
order

totalitarian a system 
in which absolute power 
is exercised over every 
aspect of life

authoritarian 
capitalism a system 
in which the state 
allows people economic 
freedom but maintains 
stringent social 
regulations to limit 
noneconomic behavior
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Figure 1.2 compares these systems, ranging from 
the more substantive authoritarian governments that 
potentially have total power over their subjects to 
more procedural nonauthoritarian governments that 
permit citizens to limit the state’s power by claiming 
rights that the government must protect. Figure 1.3 
shows what happens when we overlie our economic 
and political figures, giving us a model of most of the 
world’s political/economic systems. Note that when 
we say model, we are talking about abstractions from 
reality used as a tool to help us understand. We don’t 
pretend that all the details of the world are captured 
in a single two-dimensional figure, but we can get a 
better idea of the similarities and differences by 
looking at them this way.

AUTHORITARIAN SYSTEMS

Authoritarian governments give ultimate power to 
the state rather than to the people to decide how they 
ought to live their lives. By authoritarian governments, 
we usually mean those in which the people cannot 
effectively claim rights against the state; where the 
state chooses to exercise its power, the people have 
no choice but to submit to its will. Authoritarian gov-
ernments can take various forms: sovereignty can be 
vested in an individual (dictatorship or monarchy), in 
God (theocracy), in the state itself (fascism), or in a 
ruling class (oligarchy).

When a system combines an authoritarian gov-
ernment with a socialist economy, we say that the 
system is totalitarian. That is, as in the earlier exam-
ple of the former Soviet Union, it may exercise its 
power over every part of society—economic, social, 
political, and moral—leaving little or no private 
realm for individuals.

An authoritarian state may also limit its own 
power. In such cases, it may deny individuals rights 
in those spheres where it chooses to act, but it may 
leave large areas of society, such as a capitalist 
economy, free from government interference. 
Singapore is an example of this type of authoritar-
ian capitalism; people have considerable eco-
nomic freedom, but stringent social regulations 
limit their noneconomic behavior.

Often authoritarian governments pay lip service 
to the people, but when push comes to shove, as it 

FIGURE 1.2

A Comparison of Political Systems

Anarchy
No government or manmade 
laws; individuals do as they 
please.
There are no real-world 
examples.

Nonauthoritarian system
(such as democracy)
Individuals (citizens) decide how to live 
their lives. Government role is limited to 
procedural guarantees of individual rights.
Examples: United States, Sweden, Japan, 
South Korea, India

Authoritarian system
Government decides how individuals 
(subjects) should live their lives 
and imposes a substantive vision.
Examples: China, North Korea, Cuba, 
Saudi Arabia

LESS
GOVERNMENT

CONTROL

MORE 
GOVERNMENT

CONTROL

VOTE

Substantive Guarantees

Procedural Guarantees

Political systems are defined by the extent to which individual citizens 
or governments decide what the social order should look like—that 
is, how people should live their collective, noneconomic lives. Except 
for anarchies, every system allots a role to government to regulate 
individual behavior—for example, to prohibit murder, rape, and theft. 
But beyond such basic regulation, they differ radically on who gets to 
determine how individuals live their lives, and whether government’s 
role is simply to provide procedural guarantees that protect 
individuals’ rights to make their own decisions or to provide a much 
more substantive view of how individuals should behave.
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usually does in such states, the people have no effective power against the government. Again, 
government does not just provide guarantees of fair processes for individuals; it guarantees a 
substantive vision of what life will be like—what individuals will believe, how they will act, 
what they will choose.

DEMOCRACY AND NONAUTHORITARIAN SYSTEMS

In nonauthoritarian systems, ultimate power rests with the individuals to make decisions 
concerning their lives. The most extreme form of nonauthoritarianism is called anarchy. 
Anarchists would do away with government and laws altogether. People advocate anarchy 
because they value the freedom to do whatever they want more than they value the order 
and security that governments provide by forbidding or regulating certain kinds of behav-
ior. Few people are true anarchists, however. Anarchy may sound attractive in theory, but 
the inherent difficulties of the position make it hard to practice. For instance, how could 
you even organize a revolution to get rid of government without some rules about who is 
to do what and how decisions are to be made?

A less extreme form of nonauthoritarian government, and one much more familiar to us, 
is democracy (from the Greek demos, meaning “people”). In democracies, government is not 
external to the people, as it is in authoritarian systems; in a fundamental sense, government is 
the people. Recognizing that collective life usually calls for some restrictions on what indi-
viduals may do (laws forbidding murder, for instance, or theft), democracies nevertheless try 
to maximize freedom for the individuals who live under them. Although they generally make 
decisions through some sort of majority rule, democracies still provide procedural guarantees 
to preserve individual rights—usually protections of due process (guarantee of a fair trial, 
right to a lawyer, and so on) and minority rights. This means that if individuals living in a 
democracy feel their rights have been violated, they have the right to ask government to rem-
edy the situation.

Democracies are based on the principle of popular sovereignty; that is, there is no power 
higher than the people and, in the United States, the document establishing their authority, the 
Constitution. The central idea here is that no government is considered legitimate unless the gov-
erned consent to it, and people are not truly free unless they live under a law of their own making. 
Democratic narratives vary, however, in how much active control they give to individuals:

• Theorists of elite democracy propose that democracy is merely a system of choosing 
among competing leaders; for the average citizen, input ends after the leader is chosen.7 
In this view, elections are merely symbolic—to perpetuate the illusion that citizens have 
consented to their government.

• Advocates of pluralist democracy argue that what is important is not so much individ-
ual participation but rather membership in groups that participate in government deci-
sion making on their members’ behalf.8 As a way of trying to influence a system that gives 
them a limited voice, citizens join groups of people with whom they share an interest, 
such as labor unions, professional associations, and environmental or business groups.

• Supporters of participatory democracy claim that individuals have the right to control 
all the circumstances of their lives, and direct democratic participation should take 
place not only in government but in industry, education, and community affairs as well.9 
For advocates of this view, democracy is more than a way to make decisions: it is a way 
of life, an end in itself.

anarchy the absence of 
government and laws

participatory 
democracy a theory of 
democracy that holds 
that citizens should 
actively and directly 
control all aspects of 
their lives

elite democracy a 
theory of democracy 
that limits the citizens’ 
role to choosing among 
competing leaders

pluralist democracy a 
theory of democracy 
that holds that citizen 
membership in groups is 
the key to political power

democracy a 
government that vests 
power in the people

popular 
sovereignty the 
concept that the citizens 
are the ultimate source 
of political power
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These theories about how democracy should (or does) work locate the focus of power in 
elites, groups, and individuals, respectively. Real-world examples of democracy probably 
include elements of more than one of these theories; they are not mutually exclusive.

The people of many Western countries have found the idea of democracy persuasive enough 
to found their governments on it. In recent years, especially since the mid-1980s, democracy 
has been spreading rapidly through the rest of the world as the preferred form of government. 
No longer the primary province of industrialized Western nations, attempts at democratic gov-
ernance now extend into Asia, Latin America, Africa, Eastern Europe, and the republics of the 
former Soviet Union. There are many varieties of democracy other than our own. Some democ-
racies make the legislature (the representatives of the people) the most important authority, 
some retain a monarch with limited powers, and some hold referenda at the national level to 
get direct feedback on how the people want the government to act on specific issues.

Most democratic forms of government, because of their commitment to procedural values, 
practice a capitalist form of economics. Fledgling democracies may rely on a high degree of 
government economic regulation, but advanced industrial democracies combine a consid-
erable amount of personal freedom with a free-market (though still usually regulated) econ-
omy. It is rare to find a country that is truly committed to individual political freedom that also 
tries to regulate the economy heavily. The economist Karl Marx believed that radical democ-
racy would coexist with communally owned property in a form of communist democracy, 
but such a system has never existed, and most real-world systems fall somewhere along the 
horizontal continuum shown in Figure 1.3.

THE ROLE OF THE PEOPLE

What is important about the political and economic systems we have been sorting out here is 
that they have a direct impact on the lives of the people who live in them. So far we have given 
a good deal of attention to the latter parts of Lasswell’s definition of politics. But easily as 
important as the what and the how in Lasswell’s formulation is the who. Underlying the differ-
ent political theories we have looked at are fundamental differences in the powers and oppor-
tunities possessed by everyday people.

In authoritarian systems, the people are subjects of their government. They possess no 
rights that protect them from that government; they must do whatever the government says 
or face the consequences, without any other recourse. They have obligations to the state but 
no rights or privileges to offset those obligations. They may be winners or losers in govern-
ment decisions, but they have very little control over which it may be.

Everyday people in democratic systems have a potentially powerful role to play. They are 
more than mere subjects; they are citizens, or members of a political community with rights 
as well as obligations. Democratic theory says that power is drawn from the people—that the 
people are sovereign, that they must consent to be governed, and that their government must 
respond to their will. In practical terms, this may not seem to mean much, since not consent-
ing doesn’t necessarily give us the right to disobey government. It does give us the option of 
leaving, however, and seeking a more congenial set of rules elsewhere. Subjects of authoritar-
ian governments rarely have this freedom.

Theoretically, democracies are ruled by “the people,” but different democracies have at 
times been very selective about whom they count as citizens. Beginning with our days as col-
onists, Americans have excluded many groups of people from citizenship: people of the 
“wrong” religion, income bracket, race, ethnic group, lifestyle, and gender have all been 

advanced industrial 
democracy a system 
in which a democratic 
government allows 
citizens a considerable 
amount of personal 
freedom and maintains 
a free-market (though 
still usually regulated) 
economy

communist 
democracy a utopian 
system in which property 
is communally owned 
and all decisions are 
made democratically

subjects individuals 
who are obliged to 
submit to a government 
authority against which 
they have no rights

citizens members of 
a political community 
having both rights and 
responsibilities
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excluded from enjoying the full rights of colonial or U.S. citizenship at different times. In fact, 
American history is the story of those various groups fighting to be included as citizens. Just 
because a system is called a democracy is no guarantee that all or even most of its residents 
possess the status of citizen.

In democratic systems, the rules of government can provide for all sorts of different roles 
for those they designate as citizens. At a minimum, citizens possess certain rights, or powers 
to act, that government cannot limit. Just what these rights are varies in different democracies, 
but they usually include freedoms of speech and the press, the right to assemble, and certain 
legal protections guaranteeing fair treatment in the criminal justice system. Almost all of these 
rights are designed to allow citizens to criticize their government openly without threat of 
retribution by that government—in essence to retain some of that power over the narrative 
that we discussed earlier. Citizens can usually vote in periodic and free elections. They may be 
able to run for office, subject to certain conditions, like age or residence. They can support 

FIGURE 1.3

Political and Economic Systems

Communist democracy
Marx’s hope for a system embracing 
personal freedom and a collectively 
owned economy 
Examples: Has never existed

Advanced industrial democracy
Personal freedom within a free-market
economy 
(although usually with some government 
regulations)

Examples: Great Britain, Japan,
United States (see Figure 2.1)

Authoritarian capitalism
Government allows market economy,
but highly regulates individual behavior

Examples: Singapore, China

Totalitarian system
Government controls all economic 
and individual behavior

Examples: former Soviet Union, 
North Korea

ECONOMY

SOCIAL ORDER

LESS 
GOVERNMENT

CONTROL

LESS 
GOVERNMENT

CONTROL

LESS
GOVERNMENT

CONTROL

MORE 
GOVERNMENT

CONTROL

VOTE

Substantive
Guarantees

Procedural
Guarantees

Substantive Guarantees

Procedural Guarantees

SUPPLY

DEMAND

 
MORE

GOVERNMENT
CONTROL

Political systems work in conjunction with economic systems, but government control over the economy does not 
necessarily translate into tight control over the social order. We have identified four possible combinations of these 
systems, signified by the labeled points in each quadrant. These points are approximate, however, and some nations 
cannot be classified so easily. Sweden is an advanced industrial democracy by most measures, for instance, but 
because of its commitment to substantive economic values, it would be located much closer to the vertical axis.
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candidates for office, organize political groups or parties, attend meetings, write letters to offi-
cials or the press, march in protest or support of various causes, even speak out on street cor-
ners. As we noted earlier, increasingly, citizens can vocalize their views and disseminate them 
electronically, through social networks, blogs, and self-published work.

Citizens of democracies also possess obligations or responsibilities to the public realm. 
They have the obligation to obey the law, for instance, once they have consented to the gov-
ernment (even if that consent amounts only to not leaving). They may also have the obliga-
tion to pay taxes, serve in the military, or sit on juries. Some theorists argue that truly virtuous 
citizens should put community interests ahead of personal interests. A less extreme version 
of this view holds that while citizens may go about their own business and pursue their own 
interests, they must continue to pay attention to their government, following the news to 
keep a critical eye on their elected officials. Participating in its decisions is the price of main-
taining their own liberty and, by extension, the liberty of the whole. Should citizens abdicate 
this role by tuning out of public life, the safeguards of democracy can disappear, to be replaced 
with the trappings of authoritarian government. There is nothing automatic about democ-
racy. If left unattended by nonvigilant citizens, the freedoms of democracy can be lost to an 
all-powerful state, and citizens can become transformed into subjects of the government they 

failed to keep in check.
This Western notion of citizenship as conferring both rights 

and responsibilities first became popular in the 1700s, as Europeans 
emerged from the Middle Ages and began to reject notions that 

rulers were put on Earth by God to be obeyed unconditionally. Two British philosophers, 
Thomas Hobbes and John Locke, led the new way of thinking about subjecthood and citizen-
ship. Governments are born not because God ordains them, but because life without govern-
ment is “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short” in Hobbes’s words, and “inconvenient” in 
Locke’s. The foundation of government is reason, not faith, and reason leads people to con-
sent to being governed because they are better off that way.

People have freedom and rights before government exists, declared Locke. When they decide 
they are better off with government than without it, they enter into a social contract, giving up 
some of those rights in exchange for the protection of the rest of their rights by a government 
established by the majority. If that government fails to protect their rights, it has broken the con-
tract, and the people are free to form a new government or not, as they please. But the key ele-
ment here is that for authority to be legitimate, citizens must consent to it. Note, however, that 
nowhere did Locke suggest that all people ought to participate in politics, or that people are nec-
essarily equal. In fact, he was concerned mostly with the preservation of private property, suggest-
ing that only property owners would have cause to be bothered with government because only 
they have something concrete to lose. Still, the political narratives of classical liberalism that 
emerged from the Enlightenment emphasized individual rights and non authoritarianism.

Meanwhile, as philosophers in Europe were beginning to explore the idea of individual 
rights and democratic governance, there had long been democratic stirrings on the founders’ 
home continent. The Iroquois Confederacy was an alliance of five (and eventually six) East 
Coast Native American nations whose constitution, the “Great Law of Peace,” impressed such 
American leaders as Benjamin Franklin with its suggestions of federalism, separation of pow-
ers, checks and balances, and consensus-building. Although historians are not sure that these 
ideas had any direct influence on the founders’ thinking about American governance, they 
were clearly part of the stew of ideas that the founders could dip into, and some scholars make 
the case that their influence was significant.10

social contract the 
notion that society is 
based on an agreement 
between government 
and the governed, in 
which people agree to 
give up some rights 
in exchange for the 
protection of others

classical liberalism a 
political ideology dating 
from the seventeenth 
century emphasizing 
individual rights over the 
power of the state

Do subjects enjoy any advantages 
that citizens don’t have?
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In Your Own Words Compare how power is distributed between citizens and 
government in different economic and political systems.

DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA
Limited participation to limit the  
impact of a volatile, self-interested citizenry

For our purposes, the most important thing about these ideas about politics is that they were 
prevalent at the same time the American founders were thinking about how to build a new 
government. Locke particularly influenced the writings of James Madison, a major author of 
our Constitution. The founders wanted to base their new government on popular consent, 
but they did not want to go too far. Madison, as we will see, was particularly worried about a 
system that was too democratic.

THE DANGERS OF DEMOCRACY

Enthusiastic popular participation under the government established by the Articles of 
Confederation—the document that tied the colonies together before the Constitution 
was drafted—almost ended the new government before it began. Like Locke, Madison 
thought government had a duty to protect property, and if people who didn’t have 
property could get involved in politics, they might not care about protecting the prop-
erty of others. Worse, they might form “factions,” groups pursuing their own self-in-
terests rather than the public interest, and even try to get some of that property for 
themselves. So Madison rejected notions of “pure democracy,” in which all citizens 
would have direct power to control government, and opted instead for what he called 
a “republic.”

A republic, according to Madison, differs from 
a democracy mainly in that it employs representa-
tion and can work in a large state. Most theorists 
agree that democracy is impossible in practice if 
there are a lot of citizens and all have to be heard 
from. But we do not march to Washington or 
phone our legislator every time we want to register 
a political preference. Instead, we choose represen-
tatives—members of the House of Representatives, 
senators, and the president—to represent our views 
for us. Madison thought this would be a safer sys-
tem than direct participation (all of us crowding 
into town halls or the Capitol) because public pas-
sions would be cooled off by the process. You might 
be furious about health care costs when you vote for 
your senator, but he or she will represent your 
views with less anger. The founders hoped the rep-
resentatives would be older, wealthier, and wiser 
than the average American and that they would be 
better able to make cool and rational decisions.

republic a government 
in which decisions 
are made through 
representatives of the 
people

Citizens Stepping Up
Americans may be individualists, but that doesn’t mean they don’t pitch 
in to help others in need—at least some of the time. When Hurricane 
Maria struck Puerto Rico in 2017, chef José Andrés jumped into action 
via his organization World Central Kitchen to provide meals to people 
across the islands who had lost power, or even their homes.
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THE EVOLUTION OF AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP

Unlike the founders, certainly, but even unlike most of the people currently running this country 
(who are, let’s face it, kind of old), people born in this century are almost all digital natives. They 
have been born in an era in which not only are most people hooked up to electronic media, but 
they also live their lives partly in cyberspace as well as in “real space.” For many of us, the lives 
we live are almost entirely mediated—that is, most of our relationships, our education, our news, 
our travel, our sustenance, our purchases, our daily activities, our job seeking, and our very sense 
of ourselves are influenced by, experienced through, or shared via electronic media.

Essentially we are conducting our lives through channels that, like that water pipe we 
talked about earlier, may be made of lead, may be rusty, or may be full of holes. When we 
search online, certain links are offered first according to the calculations made by the search 
engine we use. When we shop online, we are urged to buy certain products that an algorithm 
thinks we will like or that people like us have purchased. When we travel, certain flights and 
hotels are flagged, and when we use social media, certain posts appear while others don’t. Most 
of us don’t check very hard to ensure that the information on which we base our choices isn’t 
emerging from the cyberequivalent of lead pipes.

A mediated world has all kinds of implications for everyday living and loving and working. 
The implications we care about here are the political implications for our roles as citizens—
the ones to do with how we exercise and are impacted by power. We will be turning to these 
implications again and again throughout this book.

Even though Americans today still largely adhere to the basic governing narrative the 
founders promoted, the country is now light years removed from the founding era, when 
communication was limited by illiteracy and the scarcity of channels through which it could 
pass. Consider the timeline in Figure 1.4. It follows the development of the media through 
which we get information, receive narratives, and send out our own information (see also 
Snapshot of America: How Do We Engage Politically Online). Being a citizen in a mediated world 
is just flat out different from being one in the world in which James Madison wrote the 
Constitution. It’s the genius of the Constitution that it has been able to navigate the transi-
tion successfully, so far. The mediated world we live in gives us myriad new ways to keep the 

republic and some pretty high-tech ways to lose it. 
That puts a huge burden on us as mediated citi-
zens, and also opens up a world of opportunity.

Among the things we disagree on in this coun-
try is what it means to be a citizen. James Madison 
obviously had ideas about this. As mentioned ear-
lier, he hoped people would be so filled with what 
he called republican virtue that they would readily 
sacrifice their self-interest to advance the public 
interest. As we will see in Chapter 2, this public- 
interested citizenship proved not to be the rule, 
much to Madison’s disappointment. Instead,  
early Americans demonstrated self-interested  
citizenship, trying to use the system to get the 
most they could for themselves. This was a 
dilemma for Madison because he was designing a 
constitution that depended on the nature of the 

mediated 
citizens those for 
whom most personal 
and commercial 
relationships; access to 
information about the 
world and recreational 
or professional activities; 
and communication with 
others passes through 
third-party channels, 
which may or may not 
modify or censor that 
information
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digital native an 
individual born after 
the advent of digital 
technology who is 
proficient in and 
dependent on its use
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FIGURE 1.4

Media Timeline
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public-interested 
citizenship a view of 
citizenship focused on 
action to realize the 
common good

self-interested 
citizenship a view 
of citizenship focused 
on action to realize 
an individual citizen’s 
interests

people being governed. He believed he had solved that dilemma by creating a political 
system that would check our self-interested nature and produce laws that would support 
the public interest.

Still, the Constitution has not put that conflict to rest. Today there are plenty of people 
who put country first—who enlist in the armed services, sometimes giving their lives for 
their nation, or who go into law enforcement or teaching or other lower paying careers 
because they want to serve. There are people who cheerfully pay their taxes because it’s a 
privilege to live in a free democracy where you can climb the ladder of opportunity. 
Especially in moments of national trouble—after the terrorist attacks on the World Trade 
Center and the Pentagon in September 2001, for instance—Americans willingly help 
their fellow citizens.

At the same time, the day-to-day business of life turns most people inward. Many peo-
ple care about self and family and friends, but most don’t have the energy or inclination 
to get beyond that. John Kennedy challenged his “fellow Americans” in 1961 to “ask not 
what your country can do for you—ask what you can do for your country,” but only a rare 
few have the time or motivation to take up that challenge.
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Snapshot of America: How Do We Engage Politically Online?

Behind the Numbers

25%25%

45%

16% 0.09%Impacts of Online 
Political Engagement

Became more active in a 
political issue after 
discussing/reading 
about it online

Changed views about a 
political issue after 
discussing/reading 
about it online

Became less involved 
in a political issue 
after encountering
it online

28

Repost content related to 
political/social issues that was 
originally posted by someone else

33%

Post one's own comments 
on political/social issues 34%

Use a social networking site to 
encourage people to vote 35%

"Like" or promote material 
related to politics or social 
issues that others have posted

38%

Encourage other people to take 
action on a political/social issue 31%

Post links to political stories or 
articles for others to read 28%

Follow elected o�cials and 
candidates for o�ce 20%

Social media enable citizens to engage with their government, the news media, and each 
other much more e�ciently than in previous decades. But widespread and easy access to 
political information comes to us with few quality checks. Did you engage politically during 
the 2016 presidential election in any of the ways listed above? In what ways might social 
media a�ect political outcomes?

Source: Pew Research Center: Internet, Science & Tech, “Politics Fact Sheet,” www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheets/
politics-fact-sheet/ (accessed March 15, 2016).
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Unlike the citizens Madison and his colleagues designed a constitution for, mediated 
citizens experience the world through multiple channels of information and interaction. 
That doesn’t change whether citizens are self-interested or public-interested, but it does 
give them more opportunities and raise more potential hazards for being both.

Many older Americans who are not digital natives nonetheless experience political life through 
television or through web surfing and commenting, usually anonymously and often rudely. This 
is not always a positive addition to our civil discourse, but they are trying to adapt. You may have 
grandparents who fit this description. They probably want to know why you are not on Facebook.

But younger, more media-savvy digital natives—the Marjory Stoneman Douglas stu-
dents we discussed in What’s at Stake . . . ?, millennials, Gen Xers, even some tech-savvy 
Baby Boomers—not only have access to traditional media if they choose but also are accus-
tomed to interacting, conducting friendships and family relationships, and generally attend-
ing to the details of their lives through electronic channels. Their digital selves exist in 
networks of friends and acquaintances who take for granted that they can communicate in 
seconds. They certainly get their news digitally and increasingly organize, register to vote, 
enlist in campaigns, and call each other to action that way.

In fact, as we saw earlier, hashtag activism, the forming of 
social movements through viral calls to act politically—whether to 
march, to boycott, to contact politicians, or to vote—has become 
common enough that organizers warn that action has to go 
beyond cyberspace to reach the real world or it will have limited 
impact. #BlackLivesMatter, #ItGetsBetter, and #NeverAgain are just three very different, 
very viral, very successful ways of using all the channels available to us to call attention to a 
problem and propose solutions.

Although living an intensely mediated life has the potential to broaden our horizons and expose 
us to multiple views and cultures, it does not automatically produce public-interested citizens. 
People can easily remain self-interested in this digital world. We can customize our social media to 
give us only news and information that confirm what we already think. We can live in an informa-
tion bubble where everything we see and hear reinforces our narratives (see Don’t Be Fooled 
by . . . Your Own Information Bubble). That makes us more or less sitting ducks for whatever media 
narrative is directed our way, whether from inside an online media source or from a foreign power 
that weaponizes social media to influence an election, as the Russians did in 2016. Without opening 
ourselves up to multiple information and action channels, we can live an unexamined mediated life.

But mediated citizenship also creates enormous opportunities that the founders never 
dreamed of. Truth to tell, Madison wouldn’t have been all that thrilled about the multiple 
ways to be political that the mediated citizen possesses. He thought citizens should be seen 
on election day, but not heard most of the time, precisely because he thought we would push 
our own interests and destabilize the system. He was reassured by the fact that it would take 
days for an express letter trying to create a dissenting political organization to reach Georgia 
from Maine. Our mediated world has blown that reassuring prospect to smithereens.

Mediated citizens are not only the receivers and distributors of narratives from powerful 
people, like the TV-watching couch potato or headphone-wearing student with her eyes 
fixed on Insta. We can be the creators and disseminators of our own narratives, something 
that would have terrified the old monarchs comfortably ensconced in their narrative. Even 
the founders would have been extremely nervous about what the masses might get up to.

As mediated citizens, we have unprecedented access to power, but we are also targets of the 
use of unprecedented power—attempts to shape our views and control our experiences. That 
means it is up to us to pay critical attention to what is happening in the world around us.

When, if ever, should individuals 
be asked to sacrifice their own 
good for that of their country?

hashtag activism a 
form of political 
engagement that 
occurs by organizing 
individuals online around 
a particular issue

information bubble a 
closed cycle, sometimes 
self-created, in which 
all the information 
we get reinforces the 
information we already 
have, solidifying our 
beliefs without reference 
to outside reality checks
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DON’T BE FOOLED BY . . .

Your Own Information Bubble

Technologies that 
enable citizens to 
connect with one 
another, to engage in 

lively debate, and to organize for common purposes 
hold great promise for democracy. The power to 
communicate on a massive scale was once held only 
by governments and those with access to print or 
broadcast media outlets, but today it is in the hands 
of anyone who has access to a cell phone. As every 
superhero learns quickly, along with great power 
comes great responsibility. There is no guarantee 
that what you learn through social media is true, and 
if you are sharing information that isn’t reality based, 
you are helping to perpetuate a false narrative.

In addition, your social media feeds and even your 
browser are working against you, ensuring that the 
news that comes your way is tailored to your interests 
and preconceptions, creating what one observer calls a 
filter bubble.11 Whether your news feed is custom made 
or crowd-sourced, always look before you “like” since 
social media algorithms can channel information to 
you that reinforces the narrative you get about “who 
gets what, and how” in today’s political world.

WHAT TO WATCH OUT FOR

• Don’t create your own echo chamber. Social 
networking sites and other tools make it easy to 
create your own custom news channel, ensuring 
that you see stories from sources you like, about 
subjects that interest you. Important stories can 
easily slip past you, and your understanding of 
political matters will suffer. But if you follow only 

the political sources you like, that will get you in 
trouble, too. So open yourself up to alternative 
sources of news and opinions that you might find 
offensive or wrong. If what’s showing up in your 
news feed does not challenge your ideas and 
beliefs from time to time, consider whether you’ve 
been censoring news that you don’t like. Make 
sure you’re getting all sides of the story, not just 
the one that you want to hear.12

• Don’t trust your browser. It’s not just your self-
selected social media feeds that are shaping your 
information diet: every link you click and word 
you search is fed into complex algorithms that 
tailor your results into a custom feed of “things 
you might like.” Just as Amazon knows what items 
to suggest on your personal Amazon front page 
based on your browsing and purchase history, 
your Google results are similarly parsed and 
packaged for your viewing pleasure. Two people 
searching on a particular topic may get very 
different results.13 Search around—don’t just click 
on the first links offered to you.

• Separate truth from truthiness. Some of the most 
compelling (and viral) political material on the 
Internet comes from people who are intent on 
selling you on their narrative. Their arguments 
may be valid, and their evidence may be strong—
but bear in mind that an opinion piece is different 
from a statement of fact. Take care to seek out 
news sources that strive for objectivity and don’t 
have an ax to grind (such as the Associated Press 
or the news pages of the New York Times, the Wall 
Street Journal, or Politico) alongside those that 
offer analysis and argument.

In Your Own Words Describe the enduring tension in the United States 
between self-interested human nature and public-spirited government and the way that 
has been shaped in a mediated world.
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WHO IS A CITIZEN AND WHO IS NOT?
Native-born and naturalized citizens

Citizenship is not just a normative concept—that is, a prescription for how governments 
ought to treat residents and how those residents ought to act. It is also a very precise legal sta-
tus. A fundamental element of democracy is not only the careful specification of the rights 
granted and the obligations incurred in citizenship but also an equally careful legal description 
of just who is a citizen and how that status can be acquired by noncitizens.

If you are born in any of the fifty states, in the District of Columbia, or in most of America’s 
overseas territories, such as Puerto Rico or Guam, you are an American citizen, whether your 
parents are Americans or not and whether they are here legally or not. This rule follows the 
principle of international law called jus soli, which means literally “the right of the soil.” 
The exceptions to this rule in the United States are children born to foreign diplomats serving 
in the United States and children born on foreign ships in U.S. waters. These children would 
not be considered U.S. citizens. According to another legal principle, jus sanguinis (“the right by 
blood”), if you are born outside the United States to American parents, you are also an American 
citizen (or you can become one if you are adopted by American parents). Interestingly, if you 
are born in the United States but one of your parents holds citizenship in another country, you 
may be able to hold dual citizenship, depending on that country’s laws. Most countries, includ-
ing the United States, require that a child with dual citizenship declare allegiance to one country 
on turning age eighteen. It is worth noting that requirements for U.S. citizenship, particularly 
as they affect people born outside the country, have changed frequently over time.

So far, citizenship seems relatively straightforward. But as we know, the United States since 
before its birth has been attractive to immigrants, people who are citizens or subjects of another 
country who come here to live and work. Today there are strict limitations on the numbers of 
immigrants who may legally enter the country. There are also strict rules governing the criteria 
for entry. If immigrants come here legally on permanent resident visas—that is, if they follow 
the rules and regulations of the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)—they may 
be eligible to apply for citizenship through a process called naturalization.

However, many people who come to the United States do not come as legal permanent 
residents. The USCIS refers to these people as nonimmigrants. Some arrive seeking asylum, 
or protection. These are political refugees, who are allowed into the United States if they 
face or are threatened with persecution because of their race, religion, nationality, member-
ship in a particular social group, or political opinions. Not everyone who feels threatened 
is given legal refugee status, however. The USCIS requires that the fear of persecution be 
“well founded,” and it is itself the final judge of a well-founded fear. Claiming refugee status 
can be an intensely political act, as evidenced by President Trump’s attempt to blame 
Democrats for the 2018 border crisis caused by his own administration’s policy of separating 
children from their parents in an effort to deter refugees.14 Refugees may become legal per-
manent residents after they have lived here continuously for one year (although there are 
annual limits on the number who may do so), at which time they can begin accumulating 
the in-residence time required to become a citizen, if they wish to.

Other people who may come to the United States legally but without official permanent res-
ident status include visitors, foreign government officials, students, international representatives, 
temporary workers, members of foreign media, and exchange visitors. These people are expected 
to return to their home countries and not take up permanent residence in the United States.

immigrants citizens or 
subjects of one country 
who move to another 
country to live or work

naturalization the 
legal process of acquiring 
citizenship for someone 
who has not acquired it 
by birth

refugees individuals 
who flee an area or a 
country because of 
persecution on the 
basis of race, nationality, 
religion, group 
membership, or political 
opinion
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Undocumented immigrants have arrived here by avoiding the USCIS regulations,  
usually because they would not qualify for one reason or another. Many come as children 
who, like Jose Antonio Vargas, the subject of this chapter’s Profiles in Citizenship feature, may 
not even know they do not have the proper papers. After Congress repeatedly failed to pass 
the DREAM Act, which would have given permanent legal status to thousands of young 
adults who were brought to the United States illegally as children, President Obama created 
the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, which allowed them to stay 
in the country and go to school or work. The Trump administration is locked in a court 
battle to end the program, leaving these young adults mostly in political limbo. Congress 

PROFILES IN CITIZENSHIP:

Jose Antonio Vargas
Born in the Philippines, 
Jose Antonio Vargas 
was sent by his mother 
to the United States 
at age twelve to live 
with his grandparents, 

both naturalized U.S. citizens. Until he went to get his 
driver’s license, Vargas had no idea that the papers that 
had gotten him into the country were fake, paid for by 
his family in the hopes of giving him a better life.

And his life was great, except for the weight of 
the secret he carried, forced into a virtual closet 
and afraid to let anyone except for a few trusted 
confidants close enough to know him. Even when 
he became a successful journalist and part of a 
Pulitzer Prize–winning team at the Washington 
Post, his anxiety about having his secret revealed 
was so debilitating that in 2011 he decided to come 
out of the shadows in a long and moving essay in the 
New York Times Sunday Magazine. (The Post was 
afraid to publish the essay because of possible legal 
repercussions for having hired him.)

So far, Vargas is still here, for the most part left to 
himself by immigration authorities, and he has 
made himself a voice for the voice-less, founding 
the nonprofit Define American and working as 
an immigration-rights activist and a filmmaker. 
He has become an entrepreneur because, as an 
undocumented worker, he can employ others but 
cannot be hired himself.

On living in the shadows

“I was risking my sanity, I think. And I think I was 
risking my sense of self. It was almost as if I had to 
create a different person that had to lie to all of my 
friends. You know I was the kind of person who, if you 
had known me six years ago, I just never talked about 
my family, there were no photos of them anywhere 
in my house. I never talked about where I was from 
because, if you talk about where you’re from, then it’s 
gonna come up. Well, how’d you get here?”

On the meaning of citizenship

“I just hope that young people in this country do 
not take their citizenship for granted. And I hope 
that they realize what was paid for it—literally and 
figuratively, what paved the way for them to be free. 
And that freedom isn’t comfortable . . . [T]here’s this 
quote from Toni Morrison and I didn’t realize she got 
it from [James] Baldwin. The quote was, ‘Your crown 
has been bought and paid for. Your ancestors already 
gave it up for you. It’s already done. Now you can 
love yourself. It’s possible.’”

On keeping the republic

“To me, this country has always been an experiment. It 
was and it is still an experiment. . .I think this question 
of how we define ‘American’ is at the very core of this 
republic and how we keep it. Is it laws? Is it papers?”

Source: Vargas spoke with Christine Barbour and 
Gerald C. Wright on May 13, 2016.

Gerry Salva-Cruz
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has so far been unwilling to find a solution for fear of angering constituents, even though a 
large majority of Americans support allowing the “dreamers” to stay in the country.

American laws have become increasingly harsh with respect to undocumented immigrants. 
Even so, people continue to come, although the numbers have declined in recent years. Many 
undocumented immigrants act like citizens, obeying laws, paying taxes, and sending their chil-
dren to school. Nonetheless, some areas of the country, particularly those near the Mexican-
American border, like Texas, California, and Arizona, often have serious problems brought on 
by those who skirt the immigration laws. Even with border controls to regulate the number 
of new arrivals, communities can find themselves swamped with new residents, often poor and 
unskilled, looking for a better life. Because their children must be educated and they them-
selves may be entitled to receive social services, they can pose a significant financial burden on 
those communities without necessarily increasing the available funds. Although many undoc-
umented immigrants pay taxes, many also work off the books, meaning they do not contribute 
to the tax base. Furthermore, most income taxes are federal, and federal money is distributed 
back to states and localities to fund social services based on the population count in the census. 
Since undocumented immigrants are understandably reluctant to come forward to be counted, 
their communities are typically underfunded in that respect as well.

Even people without legal permanent resident status have rights and responsibilities in the 
United States, just as U.S. citizens do when they travel to other countries. Immigrants enjoy 
some rights, primarily legal protections. Not only are they entitled to due process in the 
courts, but the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that it is illegal to discriminate against immi-
grants in the United States.15 Nevertheless, their rights are limited. They cannot, for instance, 
vote in our national elections (although some localities, in the hopes of integrating immigrants 
into their communities, allow them to vote in local elections16) or decide to live here perma-
nently without permission (which may or may not be granted). In addition, immigrants, even 
legal ones, are subject to the decisions of the USCIS, which is empowered by Congress to 
exercise authority in immigration matters.

In Your Own Words Analyze the role of immigration and citizenship in 
American politics.

WHAT DO AMERICAN CITIZENS BELIEVE?
A common culture based on shared values

Making a single nation out of a diverse group of people is no easy feat. It is possible only 
because, despite all our differences, Americans share some fundamental attitudes and beliefs 
about how the world works and how it should work. These ideas, our political culture, pull us 
together and, indeed, provide a framework in which we can also disagree politically over who 
gets what without resorting to violence and civil war.

AMERICAN POLITICAL CULTURE: IDEAS THAT UNITE US

Political culture refers to the general political orientation or disposition of a nation—the shared 
values and beliefs about the nature of the political world that give us a common language in which 
to discuss and debate political ideas. Values are ideals or principles that most people agree are 
important, even though they may disagree on exactly how the value—such as “equality” or “free-
dom”—ought to be defined. Note that statements about values and beliefs are not descriptive of 

political culture the 
broad pattern of ideas, 
beliefs, and values that a 
population holds about 
citizens and government

values central ideas, 
principles, or standards 
that most people agree 
are important
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how the world actually is but rather are prescriptive, or 
normative, statements about how the value-holders 
believe the world ought to be. Our culture consists of 
deep-seated, collectively held ideas about how life 
should be lived. Normative statements aren’t true or 
false but depend for their worth on the arguments 
made to back them up. Often we take our own culture 
(that is, our common beliefs about how the world 
should work) so much for granted that we aren’t even 
aware of it. For that reason, it is often easier to see our 
own political culture by contrasting it to another.

Political culture is handed down from generation 
to generation, through families, schools, communities, 
literature, churches and synagogues, and so on, help-
ing to provide stability for the nation by ensuring that 
a majority of citizens are well grounded in and com-
mitted to the basic values that sustain it. We talk about 
the process through which values are transferred in 
Chapter 10, “Public Opinion.”

Although political culture is shared, some individuals certainly find themselves at odds with 
it. When we say, “Americans think . . . ,” we mean that most Americans hold those views, not 
that there is unanimous agreement on them. To the extent that we are increasingly politically 
polarized—that is, to the extent that our political differences get farther apart—the political 
culture itself may begin to break down and we may lose the common language that enables us 
to settle those differences through conventional political means. The 2016 election campaign 
showed us just how fragile the cultural ties that bind us can be when our differences are stoked 
and the legitimacy of our system is challenged.

In American political culture, our expectations of government focus on rules and processes 
rather than on results. For example, we think government should guarantee a fair playing field 
but not guarantee equal outcomes for all the players. In addition, we believe that individuals 
are responsible for their own welfare and that what is good for them is good for society as a 
whole. Our insistence on fair rules is the same emphasis on procedural guarantees we saw in our 
earlier discussion of capitalism, whereas the belief in the primacy of the individual citizen is 
called individualism. American culture is not wholly procedural and individualistic—indeed, 
differences on these matters constitute some of the major partisan divisions in American  
politics—but it tends to be more so than is the case in most other nations.

When we say that American political culture is procedural, we mean that Americans generally 
think government should guarantee fair processes—such as a free market to distribute goods, 
majority rule to make decisions, and due process to determine guilt and innocence—rather than 
specific outcomes. By contrast, people in the social democratic countries of Sweden, Norway, and 
Denmark typically believe that government should actively seek to realize the values of  
equality—perhaps to guarantee a certain quality of life for all citizens or to increase equality of 
income. American politics does set some substantive goals for public policy, but Americans are 
generally more comfortable ensuring that things are done in a fair and proper way, and trusting 
that the outcomes will be good ones because the rules are fair. Although the American govern-
ment gets involved in social programs and welfare, and took a big step in a substantive direction 
with passage of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, it aims more at helping 

Free Speech, Even When It’s Ugly
Americans don’t agree on much, but they do cherish their right to 
disagree: most citizens have little tolerance for censorship and 
expect the government to protect even the most offensive speech. 
Here, a police officer flanks a marcher at a Ku Klux Klan rally in South 
Carolina in 2015.
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individualism the 
belief that what is good 
for society is based 
on what is good for 
individuals

normative a term used 
to describe beliefs or 
values about how things 
should be or what people 
ought to do rather than 
what actually is
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individuals get on their feet so that they can participate in the market 
(fair procedures) rather than at cleaning up slums or eliminating pov-
erty (substantive goals).The individualistic nature of American polit-
ical culture means that individuals, not government or society, are 
seen as responsible for their own well-being. This notion contrasts 
with a collectivist social democratic point of view, which holds that what is good for society may 
not be the same as what is in the interest of individuals. Thus our politics revolves around the 
belief that individuals are usually the best judges of what is good for themselves; we assume 
that what is good for society will automatically follow. American government rarely asks 
citizens to make major economic sacrifices for the public good, although individuals often 
do so privately and voluntarily. Where Americans are asked to make economic sacrifices, 
like paying taxes, they are unpopular and more modest than in most other countries. A col-
lective interest that supersedes individual interests is generally invoked in the United States 
only in times of war or national crisis. This echoes the two American notions of self-inter-
ested and collectivist citizenship we discussed earlier. Collectivist citizenship is rarer in the 
United States precisely because we’re such an individualistic culture.

We can see our American procedural and individualistic perspective when we examine the 
different meanings of three core American values: democracy, freedom, and equality.

DEMOCRACY Democracy in America, as we have seen, means representative democracy, 
based on consent and majority rule. Basically, American democracy is a procedure for making 
political decisions, for choosing political leaders, and for selecting policies for the nation. It is 
seen as a fundamentally just or fair way of making decisions because every individual who 
cares to participate is heard in the process, and all interests are considered. We don’t reject a 
democratically made decision because it is not fair; it is fair precisely because it is democrati-
cally made. Democracy is valued primarily not for the way it makes citizens feel, or the effects 
it has on them, but for the decisions it produces. Americans see democracy as the appropriate 
procedure for making public decisions—that is, decisions about government—but generally 
not for decisions in the private realm. Rarely do employees have a binding vote on company 
policy, for example, as they do in some Scandinavian countries.

FREEDOM Americans also put a very high premium on the value of freedom, defined as freedom 
for the individual from restraint by the state. This view of freedom is procedural in the sense that 
it holds that no unfair restrictions should be put in the way of your pursuit of what you want, but 
it does not guarantee you any help in achieving those things. For instance, when Americans say, 
“We are all free to get a job,” we mean that no discriminatory laws or other legal barriers are stop-
ping us from applying for any particular position. A substantive view of freedom would ensure us 
the training to get a job so that our freedom meant a positive opportunity, not just the absence of 
restraint. Americans’ extraordinary commitment can be seen nowhere so clearly as in the Bill of 
Rights, the first ten amendments to the U.S. Constitution, which guarantees our basic civil liber-
ties, the areas where government cannot interfere with individual action. (See Chapter 4, 
“Fundamental American Liberties,” for a complete discussion of our civil liberties.) Finally, our 
proceduralism is echoed in the value we attach to economic freedom, the freedom to participate 
in the marketplace, to acquire money and property, and to do with those resources pretty much as 
we please. Americans believe that government should protect our property, not take it away or 
regulate our use of it too heavily. Our commitment to individualism is apparent here, too. Even if 
society as a whole would be better off if we paid down the federal debt (the amount our govern-
ment owes from spending more than it brings in), our individualistic view of economic freedom 

Should it be possible to lose  
one’s citizenship under 

any circumstances?
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means that Americans have one of the lowest tax rates in the industrialized world. This reflects our 
national tendency in normal times to emphasize the rights of citizenship over its obligations.

EQUALITY A third central value in American political culture is equality. For Americans, 
equality is valued not because we want individuals to be the same but because we want them to 
be treated the same. Equality in America means government should guarantee equality of treat-
ment, of access, and of opportunity, not equality of result. People should have equal access to 
run the race, but we don’t expect them all to finish in the same place. Thus we believe in political 
equality (one person, one vote) and equality before the law—that the law shouldn’t make unrea-
sonable distinctions among people the basis for treating them differently, and that all people 
should have equal access to the legal system. One problem the courts have faced is deciding 
what counts as a reasonable distinction. Can the law justifiably discriminate between—that is, 
treat differently—men and women, minorities and white Protestants, rich and poor, young and 
old? When the rules treat people differently, even if the goal is to make them more equal in the 
long run, many Americans get very upset. Witness the controversy surrounding affirmative 
action policies in this country. The point of such policies is to allow special opportunities to 
members of groups that have been discriminated against in the past, in order to remedy the 
long-term effects of that discrimination. For many Americans, such policies violate our com-
mitment to procedural solutions. They wonder how treating people unequally can be fair.

AMERICAN IDEOLOGIES: IDEAS THAT DIVIDE US

Most Americans are united in their commitment to proceduralism and individualism at some 
level, and to the key values of democracy, freedom, and equality. This shared political culture 
gives us a common political language, a way to talk about politics that keeps us united even 
though we may use that common language to tell different narratives about who we are, what’s 
important to us, or what direction we feel the country should move in.

The sets of beliefs and opinions about politics, the economy, and society that help people  
make sense of their world, and that can divide them into opposing camps, are called  
ideologies. Again, like the values and beliefs that underlie our culture, our ideologies are 
based on normative prescriptions. Remember that one of the reasons we can disagree so 
passionately on political issues is that normative statements about the world are not true 
or false, good or bad—instead, they depend for their force on the arguments we make to 
defend them. We cannot even pretend to live in a Norman Rockwell world where we learn 
our values face to face at our parents’ dinner table. In a mediated age there are more and 
more arguments from more and more channels that are harder and harder to sort out. 
While it might seem clear as a bell to us that our values are right and true, to a person who 
disagrees with our prescriptions, we are as wrong as they think we are. And so we debate 
and argue. In fact, anyone who pays attention to American politics knows that we disagree 
about many specific political ideas and issues, and that our differences have gotten more 
passionate and polarized (that is, farther apart) in recent years.

But because we share that political culture, the range of debate in the United States is rel-
atively narrow. We have no successful communist or socialist parties here, for instance. The 
ideologies on which those parties are founded seem unappealing to most Americans because 
they violate the norms of procedural and individualistic culture. The two main ideological 
camps in the United States are the liberals (associated, since the 1930s, with the Democratic 
Party) and the conservatives (associated with the Republicans), with many Americans falling 
somewhere in between. But because we are all part of American political culture, we are still 

ideologies sets of 
beliefs about politics and 
society that help people 
make sense of their 
world
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procedural and individualistic, and we still believe in democracy, freedom, and equality, even 
if we are also liberals or conservatives. Even though Bernie Sanders, a self-identified demo-
cratic socialist, ran for president in 2016, he did it as a Democrat (a party he had joined only 
briefly, to run), and he lost the nomination to Hillary Clinton.

There are lots of different ways of characterizing American ideologies. It is conventional 
to say that conservatives promote a political narrative based on traditional social values, dis-
trust of government action except in matters of national security, resistance to change, and the 
maintenance of a prescribed social order. Liberals, in contrast, are understood to tell a narra-
tive based on the potential of progress and change, trust in government, innovations as 
answers to social problems, and the expansion of individual rights and expression. For a more 
nuanced understanding of ideology in America, however, we can focus on the two main ideo-
logical dimensions of economics and social order issues.

Traditionally we have understood ideology to be centered on differences in economic 
views, much like those located on our economic continuum (see Figure 1.1). Based on these 
economic ideological dimensions, we often say that the liberals who take a more positive view 
of government action and advocate a large role for government in regulating the economy are 
on the far left, and those conservatives, more suspicious of government, who think govern-
ment control should be minimal are on the far right. Because we lack any widespread radical 
socialist traditions in the United States, both American liberals and conservatives are found 
on the right side of the broader economic continuum.

In the 1980s and 1990s, another ideological dimension became prominent in the United 
States. Perhaps because, as some researchers have argued, most people are able to meet their 
basic economic needs, many Americans began to focus less on economic questions and more 
on issues of morality and quality of life. The new ideological dimension, which is analogous 
to the social order dimension we discussed earlier, divides people on the question of how much 
control government should have over the moral and social order—whether government’s role 
should be limited to protecting individual rights and providing 
procedural guarantees of equality and due process, or whether the 
government should be involved in making more substantive judg-
ments about how people should live their lives.

Few people in the United States want to go so far as to allow 
government to make all moral and political decisions for its sub-
jects, but there are some who hold that it is the government’s job to create and protect a 
preferred social order, although visions of what that preferred order should be may differ. 
Clearly this social order ideological dimension does not dovetail neatly with the more tra-
ditional liberal and conservative orientations toward government action. Figure 1.5 shows 
some of the ideological positions that are yielded by these two dimensions, though note 
that this figure shows a detail of the broader political spectrum that we saw in Figure 1.3 
and is focused on the narrower spectrum commonly found in an advanced industrial 
democracy.

Economic liberals hold views that fall into the upper-left quadrant of the figure because 
they are willing to allow government to make substantive decisions about the economy, and 
they tend to embrace procedural individualistic positions on the social order dimension. 
Some economic policies they favor are job training and housing subsidies for the poor, tax-
ation to support social programs, and affirmative action to ensure that opportunities for eco-
nomic success (but not necessarily outcomes) are truly equal. As far as government regulation 
of individuals’ private lives goes, however, these liberals favor a hands-off stance, preferring 

Do ideological differences  
strengthen or weaken  

a political culture?

conservatives people 
who generally favor 
limited government 
and are cautious about 
change

liberals people 
who generally favor 
government action and 
view change as progress

economic liberals  
those who favor an 
expanded government 
role in the economy 
but a limited role in the 
social order
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economic 
conservatives those 
who favor a strictly 
procedural government 
role in the economy and 
the social order

libertarians those 
who favor a minimal 
government role in any 
sphere

social liberals those 
who favor greater control 
of the economy and 
the social order to bring 
about greater equality 
and to regulate the 
effects of progress

communitarians  
those who favor a strong, 
substantive government 
role in the economy and 
the social order in order 
to realize their vision of a 
community of equals

social conservatives  
those who endorse 
limited government 
control of the economy 
but considerable 
government intervention 
to realize a traditional 
social order; based on 
religious values and 
hierarchy rather than 
equality

individuals to have maximum freedom over their noneconomic affairs. They are willing to 
let government regulate such behaviors as murder, rape, and theft, but they believe that social 
order issues such as reproductive choices, marijuana usage, gay rights, and assisted suicide 
are not matters for government regulation. They value diversity, expanding rights for people 
who have historically been left out of the power structure in the American social order—
women, minorities, gays, and immigrants. Their love for their country is tempered by the 
view that the government should be held to the same strict procedural standard to which 
individuals are held—laws must be followed, checks and balances adhered to in order to limit 
government power, and individual rights protected, even when the individuals are citizens 
of another country.

Economic conservatives, in the upper-right quadrant of the figure, share their liberal 
counterparts’ reluctance to allow government interference in people’s private lives, but 
they combine this with a conviction that government should limit involvement in the econ-
omy as well. These economic conservatives prefer government to limit its role in economic 
decision making to regulation of the market (like changing interest rates and cutting taxes 
to end recessions), elimination of “unfair” trade practices such as monopolies, and provi-
sion of some public goods such as highways and national defense. When it comes to immi-
gration, they favor more open policies, since immigrants often work more cheaply and help 
keep the labor market competitive for business. The most extreme holders of economic 
conservative views are called libertarians, people who believe that only minimal govern-
ment action in any sphere is acceptable. Consequently, economic conservatives also hold 
the government accountable for sticking to the constitutional checks and balances that 
limit its own power.

Social liberals, in the lower-left quadrant of the figure, tend to favor a substantive govern-
ment role in achieving a more equal distribution of material resources (such as welfare pro-
grams and health care for the poor) but carry that substantive perspective into the social order 
as well. Although they continue to want the freedom to make individual moral choices that 
economic liberals want, they are happy to see some government action to create a more 
diverse and more equal power structure (including the way different groups are treated in the 
media and popular culture) and to regulate individual behavior to enhance health and safety 
(promoting environmental protections, motorcycle helmets, gun control, food labeling, 
restrictions on how food is produced, and the like). The most extreme adherents of social lib-
eralism are sometimes called communitarians for their strong commitment to a community 
based on radical equality of all people. Because American political culture is procedural both 
economically and socially, not a lot of Americans are strong adherents of an ideology that calls 
for a substantive government role in both dimensions. Many economic liberals, however, pick 
up some of the policy prescriptions of social liberals, like environmentalism and gun control, 
but do not embrace their more extreme forms of communitarianism.

Social conservatives occupy the lower-right quadrant in our ideological scheme. 
These people share economic conservatives’ views on limited government involvement 
in the economy but with less force and commitment and perhaps for different reasons. 
(In fact, many social conservatives, as members of the working class, were once liberals 
under Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal in the 1930s.) They may very well support govern-
ment social programs like Social Security or Medicaid for those they consider deserving. 
Their primary concern is with their vision of the moral tone of life, including an emphasis 
on fundamentalist values of a variety of religions (demonstrated, for instance, by 
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government control of reproductive choices, opposition to gay rights, and promotion of 
public prayer and the display of religious icons). They endorse traditional family roles, 
and a rejection of change or diversity that they see as destructive to the preferred social 

FIGURE 1.5
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Economic Liberals
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Examples: welfare; national health care; maximum 
individual freedom (pro-choice, pro–gay rights, 
right to die); civil rights for immigrants; regulation 
of Wall Street 

Economic Conservatives
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Examples: low taxes; laissez-faire capitalism; 

maximum individual freedom (pro-choice, 
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Social Liberals
Expanded government role in economy 
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rights, tight restriction on immigration, authoritarian 
values on the roles people play in society

Anti-establishment 
conservatives

Although committed generally to a procedural and individualistic political culture (this entire figure would fit in the upper-right 
quadrant of Figure 1.3), Americans still find plenty of room for political disagreement. This figure outlines the two main dimensions 
of that conflict: beliefs about government’s role in the economy and beliefs about government’s role in establishing a preferred social 
order. Those ideological beliefs on the right side of the figure are conservative beliefs, and those on the left side are more liberal. The 
axes in these figures are continuums and do not represent all-or-nothing positions; most Americans fall somewhere in between.
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order. Immigration is threatening because it brings into the system people who are dif-
ferent and threatens to dilute the majority that keeps the social order in place. Social con-
servatives seek to protect people’s moral character rather than their physical or economic 
well-being, and they embrace an authoritarian notion of community that emphasizes a 
hierarchical order (everyone in his or her proper place) rather than equality for all. Since 
limited government is not valued here, a large and powerful state is appreciated as being 
a sign of strength on the international stage. Patriotism for social conservatives is not a 
matter of holding the government to the highest procedural standards, as it is for those 
at the top half of Figure 1.5. Less worried about limiting government power over indi-
vidual lives, they adopt more of a “my country right or wrong,” “America First” view that 
sees criticism of the United States as unpatriotic.

WHO FITS WHERE?

Many people, indeed most of us, might find it difficult to identify ourselves as simply “lib-
eral” or “conservative,” because we consider ourselves liberal on some issues, conservative 
on others. Others of us have more pronounced views. The framework in Figure 1.5 allows 
us to see how major groups in society might line up if we distinguish between economic and 
social-moral values. We can see, for instance, the real spatial distances that lie among (1) the 
religious right, who are very conservative on political and moral issues but who were once 
part of the coalition of southern blue-collar workers who supported Roosevelt on the New 
Deal; (2) traditional Republicans, who are very conservative on economic issues but often 
more libertarian on political and moral issues, wanting government to guarantee procedural 
fairness and keep the peace, but otherwise to leave them alone; and (3) moderate Republicans, 
who are far less conservative economically and morally. As recent politics has shown, it can 
be difficult or impossible for a Republican candidate on the national stage to hold together 
such an unwieldy coalition.

In the summer of 2009, with the nation in economic crisis and the new African 
American president struggling to pass his signature health care reform in Washington, 
a wave of populist anger swept the nation. The so-called Tea Party movement (named 
after the Boston Tea Party rebellion against taxation in 1773) crafted a narrative that 
was pro-American, anticorporation, and antigovernment (except for programs like 
Social Security and Medicare, which benefit the Tea Partiers, who tended to be older 
Americans). Mostly it was angry, fed by emotional appeals of conservative talk show 
hosts and others, whose narratives took political debate out of the range of logic and 
analysis and into the world of emotional drama and angry invective. A New York Times 
poll found that Americans who identified as Tea Party supporters were more likely to 
be Republican, white, married, male, and over forty-five, and to hold views that were 
more conservative than Republicans generally.17 In fact, they succeeded in shaking up 
the Republican Party from 2010 onward, as they supported primary challenges to 
officeholders who did not share their antigovernment ideology, culminating in the 
rejection of the party establishment in 2016. The election that year signaled a moment 
of reckoning for a party that had been teetering on the edge of crisis for more than a 
decade. As establishment candidates like former Florida governor Jeb Bush and Ohio 
governor John Kasich fell in the primaries, so too did Tea Party favorites like Florida 
senator Marco Rubio and Texas senator Ted Cruz. The split in the party left an 
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opening for the very unconventional candidacy of Donald Trump, which—much to the 
dismay of party leaders like Speaker of the House Paul Ryan and Senate majority 
leader Mitch McConnell—proved to be more about Trump’s personality and the anger 
of his followers than it did about the Republican Party, although in the end most party 
members fell in line to vote for him.

The escalating anger of social conservatives who felt inadequately represented by the 
Republican Party’s mainstream came to a peak in the anti-establishment fury displayed in 
2016. During that primary season, both Donald Trump and Texas senator Ted Cruz com-
peted to address the anger that drove that group. They felt used and betrayed, especially 
by a party that had promised and failed to defeat Barack Obama, a president they viewed 
as illegitimate, partly because of Trump’s challenge to the president’s birth certificate. The 
rage of social conservatives seemed to be one of authoritarian populism, a mix of popu-
list anger against the economic elite who profited at their expense; nativist anger at the 
perception that whites seemed to be falling behind while government was reaching out 
to help people of color; and partisan anger that, since the days of Richard Nixon, eco-
nomic conservative Republicans had been promising them socially conservative accom-
plishments without delivering.

Indeed, social scientists trying to understand the surprising phenomenon of the Trump vote 
found that one particular characteristic predicted it: a commitment to “authoritarian values.”18 
These social scientists have found that some social conservatives, when they feel that the proper 
order and power hierarchy are threatened, either physically or existentially, are attracted to 
authoritarian narratives that seek to secure the old order by excluding the perceived danger. In 
the words of one scholar who studies this, the response is, “In case of moral threat, lock down the 
borders, kick out those who are different, and punish those who are morally deviant.”19 Those 
who score higher on the authoritarianism scale hold the kind of ideas one would expect from 
social conservatives seeking to keep faith with a familiar and traditional order—antigay senti-
ment, anti-immigration views, even white supremacy and overt racism. Interestingly, authoritar-
ianism has been found most recently to correspond to narratives that reject the idea of political 
correctness, a reaction to the sense that expressing fear and anger about perceived threats is not 
socially acceptable.20

Although there have been major splits in the Democratic coalition in the past, their 
current divisions are minor, even after an election season when a self-avowed democratic 
socialist who was not even a party member challenged a more moderate liberal. The 
Democrats have to satisfy the party’s economic liberals, who are very procedural on most 
political and moral issues (barring affirmative action) but relatively (for Americans) sub-
stantive on economic concerns; the social liberals, substantive on both economic and social 
issues; and the more middle-of-the-road Democratic groups that are fairly procedural on 
political and moral issues but not very substantive on economic matters at all. In the late 
1960s, the party almost shattered under the weight of anti–Vietnam War sentiment, and 
in 1972 it moved sharply left, putting it out of the American mainstream. It was President 
Bill Clinton, as a founder of the now-defunct Democratic Leadership Council (DLC), 
who in the 1990s helped move his party closer to the mainstream from a position that, as 
we can see in Figure 1.5, is clearly out of alignment with the position taken by most 
Americans. Whereas Al Gore, himself a DLC-er, faced a threat from the more extreme 
segments on the left in 2000, in the 2004 and 2008 presidential races, dislike of George 
W. Bush united Democrats across their party’s ideological spectrum, and recent 

authoritarian 
populism a radical 
right-wing movement 
that appeals to popular 
discontent but whose 
underlying values are not 
democratic
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Democratic contenders for the presidency have not had to deal with serious interparty 
conflict. Hillary Clinton’s loss of the presidency in 2016 has caused the party to do some 
soul-searching about where it goes post-Obama.

WHERE DO YOU FIT?

One of the notable aspects of American ideology is that it often shows generational 
effects. Although we have to be careful when we say that a given generation begins defin-
itively in a certain year (there is much overlap and evolution between generations), it can 
be helpful to look for patterns in where people stand in order to understand political 
trends. We know, for instance, that older white Americans tend to be more ideologically 
conservative, and because they are reliable voters, they get a lot of media attention. But 
with researchers gathering public opinion data on younger voters, and with those voters 
promising to turn out on issues they care about, it’s a good idea to look at where millen-
nials and post-millennials fall in Figure 1.5.

Keep in mind that all we can do is talk about generalities here—obviously there will be 
many, many exceptions to the rule, and you may very well be one of them. But as a group, 
younger voters, especially the youngest voters, tend to be economically and socially liberal—
that is, they fall in the left-hand side of Figure 1.5. If you want to test yourself, take the quiz 
at edge.sagepub.com/barbour8e/American-ideology-quiz to see where you fall before you 
look at the positions of your peers. 
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Political Ideology, by Generation

Source: Pew Research Center, “The Generation Gap in American Politics,” March 1, 2018, http://www.people-press.
org/2018/03/01/the-generation-gap-in-american-politics/.

In Your Own Words Describe values that most Americans share, and the 
political debates that drive partisan divisions in American politics.

% with political values that are . . .
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HOW TO USE THE THEMES 
AND FEATURES IN THIS BOOK
Our primary goal in this book is to get you thinking critically about American politics—to 
introduce you to the twin tasks of analysis and evaluation with the aid of the themes of power 
and citizenship. Lasswell’s definition of politics gives us a framework of analysis for this book; 
that is, it outlines how we will break down politics into its component parts in order to under-
stand it. Lasswell’s definition provides a strong analytic framework because it focuses our 
attention on questions we can ask to figure out what is going on in politics.

Accordingly, in this book, we analyze American politics in terms of three sets of questions:

• Who are the parties involved? What resources, powers, and rights do they bring to the 
struggle?

• What do they have at stake? What do they stand to win or lose? Is it power, influence, 
position, policy, or values?

• How do the rules shape the outcome? Where do the rules come from? What strategies 
or tactics do the political actors employ to use the rules to get what they want?

If you know who is involved in a political situation, what is at stake, and how (under what 
rules) the conflict over resources will eventually be resolved, you will have a pretty good grasp 
of what is going on, and you will probably be able to figure out new situations, even when your 
days of taking an American government course are far behind you. To get you in the habit of 
asking those questions, we have designed some features in this text explicitly to reinforce them.

As you found at the start of your reading, each chapter opens with a What’s at Stake . . . ? 
feature that analyzes a political situation in terms of what various groups of citizens stand to 
win or lose. Each chapter ends with a Let’s Revisit: What’s at Stake . . . ? feature, where we 
return to the issues raised in the introduction, once you have the substantive material of the 
chapter under your belt. We reinforce the task of analysis with a Don’t Be Fooled by . . . feature 
appearing in some chapters that discusses ways you can improve your critical thinking skills 
by analyzing (that is, taking apart) different kinds of sources of information about politics. The 
trick to learning how to think critically is to do it. It helps to have a model to follow, however, 
and we provide one in The Big Picture on pages 38–39. The Big Picture infographics relate the 
book’s themes to the big concepts, big processes, and big data that will help you make sense 
of American politics. Snapshots of America provide you with a lot more data to help you under-
stand who the American people are, and they include Behind the Numbers boxes to help you 
dig into the question of what challenges our diversity poses for the task of governance.

As political scientists, however, not only do we want to understand how the system works, 
but we also want to assess how well it works. A second task of critical thinking is evaluation, or 
seeing how well something measures up according to a standard or principle. We could choose 
any number of standards by which to evaluate American politics, but the most relevant, for 
most of us, is the principle of democracy and the role of citizens.

We can draw on the two traditions of self-interested and public-interested citizenship we 
have discussed to evaluate the powers, opportunities, and challenges presented to American 
citizens by the system of government under which they live. In addition to the two competing 
threads of citizenship in America, we can also look at the kinds of action that citizens engage 
in and whether they take advantage of the options available to them. The United States has 

analysis understanding 
how something works by 
breaking it down into its 
component parts

critical thinking  
analysis and evaluation 
of ideas and arguments 
based on reason and 
evidence

evaluation assessing 
how well something 
works or performs 
according to a particular 
standard or yardstick
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What argument is the author 
asking you to accept?

If you accept the argument, what 
values are you also buying?

Does the argument hold together 
logically?

I read it on the Internet.

 It must be true.

My parents always 

watch this TV 

station. Of course 

it’s reliable.

Arguments sound 

Logic gives 

me hives!

Values are private. 

It’s rude to pry.

What, do I look like some 

kind of detective?

Data means numbers.  

Numbers freak me out.
I don’t like this person’s 

values. Why should I care 

about his or her 

conclusions?

These ideas make me really 

uncomfortable. They don’t click with 

anything I think I know.  Time for a beer!

There is no way 

to know what 

conclusions 

are right.

Who cares?  What do I need 

to know for the test?

How would 

I know?

CONSIDER THE SOURCE

Did the author do research to back up the 
conclusions?

Is there any evidence or data that is not 
provided that should be there?

If there is no evidence provided, does there 
need to be?

ASK YOURSELF

What’s the punch line here?

Did the author convince you that he or 
she is correct?

Does accepting the conclusion to this 
argument require you to change any of 
your ideas about the world?

ASK YOURSELF

Where does this information come from?

Who is the author?

Who is he or she talking to?

How do the source and the audience shape 
the author’s perspective?

  

ASK YOURSELF

What make to 
your understanding of the political world?

how they 
get it?

Was getting this information valuable to you or 
did it waste your time?

ASK YOURSELF

Ouch!  Thinking 
is hard work.  

Wake me up when 
it's over.
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    LAY OUT THE ARGUMENT

                                                                   SORT OUT THE POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE

         EVALUATE THE CONCLUSIONS

UNCOVER THE EVIDENCE

 

  BRIDGE   to   ENLIGHTENMENT

THE BIG PICTURE:
How to Think Critically
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elements of the elite, pluralist, and participatory ideals of democracy we discussed earlier, and 
one way to evaluate citizenship in America is to look at what opportunities for participation 
exist and whether citizens take advantage of them.

To evaluate how democratic the United States is, we include in each chapter a section 
called Citizenship and . . . , which looks at the changing concept and practice of citizenship in 
this country with respect to the chapter’s subject matter. That feature looks at citizenship from 
many angles, considering the following types of questions: What role do “the people” have in 
American politics? How has that role expanded or diminished over time? What kinds of polit-
ical participation do the rules of American politics (formal and informal) allow, encourage, or 
require citizens to take? What kinds of political participation are discouraged, limited, or for-
bidden? Do citizens take advantage of the opportunities for political action that the rules pro-
vide them? How do they react to the rules that limit their participation? How do citizens in 
different times exercise their rights and responsibilities? What do citizens need to do to keep 
the republic? and How democratic is the United States?

To put all this in perspective, many chapters include another feature that gives you a more 
concrete idea of what citizen participation might mean on a personal level. Profiles in Citizenship 
introduce you to individuals who have committed a good part of their lives to public service, 
focusing on what citizenship means to those people and on what they think all citizens can do 
to keep the republic.

Each of these features is designed to help you to think critically about American politics, 
either by analyzing power in terms of who gets what, and how, or by evaluating citizenship 
to determine how well we are following Benjamin Franklin’s mandate to keep the 
republic.

In Your Own Words Understand the essential reasons for approaching 
politics from a perspective of critical thinking, analysis, and evaluation.

CITIZENSHIP AND POLITICS
The gap between the democratic  
narrative and the practice of American politics

One of the core values of American political culture is democracy, an ideal that unites  
citizens—both those who are born here as well as more newly minted naturalized citizens—in 
the activity of self-governance. In terms of the right to vote, we have grown more democratic 
in the past two hundred years. Many more people can participate now—women, African 

Americans, and eighteen-year-olds. Although it has been subject to 
some authoritarian battering lately, as have other democracies 
around the world, our national narrative, one shared by most 
Americans no matter what our ideological positions, is that we are 
a strong and active democracy, if not the premier democracy in the 
world.

The prevailing narrative is that the American notion of 
democracy doesn’t ask much of us except that we pay attention to 

the news of the day and come together periodically and vote to elect our public officials. But 
most of us don’t even do that. The news we get, as we have seen, is highly mediated by 

Does it matter to the success of a 
democracy if relatively few people 

take an active political role (by 
paying attention, voting, exchanging 

political views, and the like)?
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people who are trying to influence our views, American turnout rates (the percentages of 
people who go to the polls and vote on election days) are abysmally low compared to those 
of other Western industrialized democracies, and surveys show that many Americans are 
apathetic toward politics. Even in 2008, a year of unusually high turnout, only about 60 per-
cent of eligible voters cast a vote although, remarkably, that number was almost duplicated 
in the midterms of 2018.

How does American democracy work with such low rates of participation or interest on the 
part of the citizenry? One theory, based on the elite notion of democracy described in Chapter 
1, claims that it doesn’t really matter whether people participate in politics because all important 
decisions are made by elites—leaders in business, politics, education, the military, and the media. 
Drawing on the pluralist theory of democracy, another explanation claims that Americans don’t 
need to participate individually because their views are represented in government sufficiently 
through their membership in various groups. For instance, a citizen may make her views heard 
through membership in an environmental group, a professional association or labor union, a 
parent-teacher organization, a veterans’ group, a church, or a political party.

By contrast, some educators and social scientists argue that falling levels of involvement, inter-
est, and trust in politics signal a true civic crisis in American politics. They see a swing from the 
collectivist citizens of republican virtue to the self-interested, individualistic citizens of  
Madisonian theory so severe that the fabric of American political life is threatened. For instance, 
Benjamin Barber, discussing the tendency of Americans to take their freedoms for granted and to 
assume that since they were born free they will naturally remain free, says that citizenship is the 
“price of liberty.”21 For all the importance of presidents and senators and justices in the American 
political system, it is the people, the citizens, who are entrusted with “keeping the republic.”

The question of how democratic the United States is may seem to be largely an academic one—
that is, one that has little or no relevance to your personal life—but it is really a question of who has 
the power, who is likely to be a winner in the political process. Looked at this way, the question has 
quite a lot to do with your life, especially as government starts to make more demands on you, and 
you on it. Are you likely to be a winner or a loser? Are you going to get what you want from the 
political system? How much power do people like you have to get their way in government?

In Your Own Words Describe the role and responsibilities of citizens in 
American politics.

Let’s Revisit: What’s at Stake . . . ?
We began this chapter by looking at the power of hashtag activism in response to the 
phenomenal effort of the Parkland students to change the prevailing narrative about 
guns, increase the involvement of young people in politics, and bring about political 
change. We asked whether Benjamin Franklin would consider such movements as 
fulfilling his admonishment to keep the republic. Since then, we have covered a lot of 
ground, arguing that politics is fundamental to human life and, in fact, makes life easier 
for us by giving us a nonviolent way to resolve disputes. We pointed out that politics is 
a method by which power and resources get distributed in society: politics is who gets 
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what and how they get it. Citizens who are aware and involved stand a much better 
chance of getting what they want from the system than do those who check out or turn 
away. One clear consequence when young people disregard politics, then, is that they 
are far less likely to get what they want from the political system. This is exactly what 
happens.

But the hashtag activists we met in this chapter have been instrumental in changing 
the narrative of contemporary American politics. As Occupy protester Matt Brandi 
says:

The objective of Occupy was to change the direction of the national dialogue and 
debate. . . . By appearing in strong numbers and generating media interest (both new/
social and commercial/mass), Occupy was able to influence the national dialogue. 
We protested about inequality and exploitation, the corruption of our government by 
wealth and influence; and while we did not make “demands,” people began to talk about 
inequality, exploitation, and the corruption of democracy. The very way people talked 
and thought about these issues changed.

What Matt is suggesting was at stake for the Occupy protesters was, in the language of 
political scientists, agenda setting. A problem not defined as a problem, or not on the 
national agenda, cannot be solved by public action. It worked for the Occupy protestors 
who saw income inequality become a major issue between President Obama and his 
2012 Republican challenger, Mitt Romney

It was that effort to change the narrative, and to put real political effort behind it, 
that encouraged the kids in the March for Our Lives project to spend the summer 
registering young people and getting them fired up to vote for changes in the gun laws. 
Although the gun laws remain stubbornly the same, the narrative has begun to change. 
Young people voted in huge numbers for a midterm election and the policy change is 
likely to follow the change in narrative.

In the same way, the It Gets Better Project helped change the narrative on both bullying 
and gay rights. In the years since the movement began in 2011, as more and more 
“mainstream” people have posted videos promising LGBT youth that it does indeed 
get better, the world in fact has gotten better. Certainly, the It Gets Better Project was 
not solely responsible for these changes, but in significant ways it helped change the 
narrative that made the changes possible.

And the debates over systemic racism and intersectionality in the 2016 election, at least 
on the Democratic side, make clear that Black Lives Matter had changed the narrative 
on race, too. President Obama had been cautious about making race a centerpiece of 
his administration, but his presidency and the BLM movement freed Hillary Clinton, as 
candidate, to address it in a more comprehensive way. 

These movements highlight the value of grassroots action, and the power of 
stepping outside the system to put pressure on the status quo to respond to unmet 
and even previously unvoiced needs. It might not have been what Benjamin 
Franklin had in mind, but occupying the republic may very well be another means 
of keeping it.
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Review
What Is Politics?
Politics (6) is the struggle for power (6) and resources in society—who gets what, and 
how they get it—including control of information via the media (6). We can use the  
tools of politics to allocate scarce resources and to establish our favored vision of the  
social order (6).

Government (7) is an organization set up to exercise authority (7)—power that 
citizens view as legitimate (7), or “right”—over a body of people. It is shaped by 
politics and helps provide the rules (8), norms (8), and institutions (9) that in turn 
continue to shape the political process. Control of political information—that is, 
defining the political narrative (9) or acting as a gatekeeper (10)—is also a crucial 
form of power.

Politics is different from economics (11), which is a system for distributing society’s 
wealth. Economic systems vary in how much control government has over how 
that distribution takes place, ranging from a capitalist economy (12) (or regulated 
capitalism [12], like that of the United States), where the free market reigns but 
government may provide procedural guarantees (12) that the rules are fair, to a 
socialist economy (12), where government makes substantive guarantees (12) of what 
it holds to be fair distributions of material resources. Social democracy (13), a market 
economy that aims to fulfill substantive goals, is in the middle.

Political Systems and the Concept of Citizenship
Economic systems vary according to how much control government has over 
the economy; political systems vary in how much control government has over 
individuals’ lives and the social order. They range from totalitarian governments 
(14), where an authoritarian government (14) might make substantive decisions 
about how lives are to be lived and the social order arranged, to anarchy (15), where 
there is no control over those things at all. Short of anarchy is democracy (15), based 
on popular sovereignty (15), where individuals have considerable individual freedom 
and the social order provides fair processes rather than specified outcomes. Various 
economic-political systems include authoritarian capitalism (14) and advanced 
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industrial democracy (16), as well as communist democracy (16), a theoretical 
possibility with no real-world examples.

An authoritarian government might be a monarchy, a theocracy, a fascist 
government, or an oligarchy. People who live in such systems are subjects (16), 
unable to claim rights against the government. Theories of democracy—elite 
democracy (15), pluralist democracy (15), and participatory democracy (15)—vary 
in how much power they believe individuals do or should have, but all individuals 
who live under democratic systems are citizens (16) because they have fundamental 
rights that government must protect. The idea that government exists to protect the 
rights of citizens originated with the idea of a social contract (18) between rulers 
and ruled. The idea that people have individual rights over the power of the state is a 
hallmark of classical liberalism (18).

Democracy in America
The American government is a representative democracy called a republic 
(19). Two visions of citizenship exist in the United States: self-interested 
citizenship (20) holds that individual participation in government should be 
limited, and that “too much” democracy may be dangerous; public-interested 
citizenship (20) puts its faith in the citizen’s ability to act virtuously for the 
common good. Modern communication and hashtag activism (23) have enabled 
citizens, especially digital natives (20), to engage more efficiently with their 
government and each other, creating new venues for civic engagement and 
challenging traditional control of the political narrative. However, today’s 
mediated citizens (20) rely on self-tailored media streams that can back us into 
information bubbles (23).

Who Is a Citizen and Who Is Not?
Immigrants (25) are citizens or subjects of another country who come to the 
United States to live and work. Legal immigrants may be eligible to apply for 
citizenship through the process of naturalization (25). Some people arrive here 
as refugees (25) seeking asylum, or protection from persecution, subject to 
permission from the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.

What Do American Citizens Believe?
Americans share a political culture (27)—common values (27) and beliefs, or 
normative (28) ideas about how life should be lived, that draw them together. 
The U.S. political culture emphasizes procedural guarantees and individualism 
(28), the idea that individuals know what is best for themselves. The core values 
of American culture are democracy, freedom, and equality, all defined through a 
procedural, individualistic lens.

Within the context of our shared political culture, Americans have divergent 
beliefs and opinions, called ideologies (30), about political and economic 
affairs. Generally these ideologies are referred to as conservative (31) and 
liberal (31), but we can be more specific. Depending on their views about the 
role of government in the economy and in establishing the social order, most 
Americans can be defined as one of the following: economic liberals (31); 
economic conservatives (32), including libertarians (32); social liberals (32), 
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including communitarians (32); or social conservatives (32). Others may 
support authoritarian populism (35), a movement whose underlying values are 
not democratic. In a two-party political system like ours, it can be hard for either 
party to maintain the support of a majority when ideologies are so diverse.

How to Use the Themes and Features in This Book
The goal of this book is to teach critical thinking (37) about American politics 
using the tools of analysis (37) and evaluation (37). We will analyze how 
American politics works through the framework of our definition of politics—who 
gets power and resources, and how they get them. We will evaluate how well 
American politics works by focusing on the opportunities and challenges of 
citizenship.capitalist economy an economic system in which the market determines production, 

distribution, and price decisions, and property is privately owned 
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